
LATIN NAME COMMON NAME TYPE LIGHT WATER COLOR BLOOM TIME HEIGHT WIDTH COMMENTS   Garden notes

Achillea  ‘LITTLE MOONSHINE’ PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SPRING TO FALL 18" 24”

Bright yellow flowers all season long on compact and easy to manage plants . With regular deadheading this 
plant will bloom early spring until fall. CUT FLOWER STALKS COMPLETELY TO THE BASE AS SOON 
AS THEY START AGING FOR THE BEST REPEAT BLOOM  —The first deadheading can take longer 
because of all the blooms, but after that it is a pleasant chore. Low care, showy, continuous good looks even when not in bloom. 

Achillea ageratifolia GREEK YARROW PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SPRING, EARLY SUMMER 6" 24" A short, gray- green creeper with white flowers. Little to no maintenance required. Nice white blooms. 
Good for the front of a border. Blooms for several weeks in the spring, then provides a nice, small ground cover the 
rest of the year.

Aethionema schistosum
FRAGRANT PERSIAN 
ROCKCRESS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PINK SPRING 10" 15"

Evergreen, good winter foliage and earliest spring bloom.  Reseeds here and there for additional plants in 
following years

Easy! Earliest of spring blooms. A great plant to usher your beds out of their winter doldrums. Very showy for a short 
time, grape soda fragrance, deadhead to get to evergreen leaves or leave for reseeding. Has attractive grey-green 
foliage.

Agastache Morello PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER TO FALL 28” 24”

Very large, dense flowers of deep burgundy rose that bloom from spring through fall. Showy, dark foliage in 
extend the beauty. 'Morello' has a strongly upright habit that forms multiple crowns quickly. Good mildew 
tolerance. Loved by bees and hummingbirds.

One of our longest blooming, showiest Agastaches!!!   Best in well drained, fertile soil. Needs excellent drainage to 
overwinter

Agastache BLUE BOA PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER TO FALL 28” 20”

Unlike any other Agastache, this variety produces luxurious, deep violet-blue flower spikes held over ultra-
green foliage. The flower spikes are long, wide and extremely showy. It provides great perennial color with its 
summer bloom. It's drought tolerant once established and attracts hummingbirds as well as butterflies and 
bees. Won the “Too Good to Wait Performer” award at the 2013 Colorado State Perennial Trials.

This is our first year to try this variety. It has tempted us for several years. TRY IT WITH US!! Let us know what you 
think.

Agastache aurantiaca Apricot Sprite PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 14" 18"
Compact form, bushy, branching plant. Aromatic silvergreen foliage, durable. Prefers good drainage. Soft 
orange flowers all summer. A great plant, nice summer blooms, unique color. Somewhat short lived for me, but worth planting every few years. 

Agastache aurantiaca
CORONADO® 
HYSSOP PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 28" 30"

Yellow, stained with orange. Fiery color from midsummer to autumn frost. This silvery-leaved southwestern 
wildflower is intensely aromatic. Sunny, well drained sites.

Does not respond well to over-watering, so keep on the dry side once established. Plant in areas with full sun or a 
warm microclimate to ensure longevity. Wait until spring to cut back old growth.

Agastache aurantiaca Navajo Sunset PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 28" 30"
Aromatic, clear light orange- silvery leaved Southwest Native. A larger, more open, airy plant than many 
others. A good plant for a classic southwest xeriscape look. Nice summer blooms

Agastache aurantiaca Raspberry Daiquiri PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 12” 18”
Raspberry-red flowers with heavily scented leaves, well branched, and a has a long bloom season. Attracts 
hummingbirds. A very nice plant to fill in in front of other plants. It provides an abundance of deep red blooms from mid summer on.

Agastache cana Double Bubble PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE Lavender-Rose SUMMER TO FALL 24” 20”
Showy purplish-red flowers. Foliage and blooms have scent that will remind you of Double Bubble Bubble 
gum

My favorite scent in the garden. Plant it where you will brush against it to release its great fragrance. One of the 
easier Agastaches to grow for a season. It does not always over winter well, but the show it gives and the great 
fragrance makes it worth planting each year!

Agastache cana
WILD HYSSOP 'Heather 
Queen' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE ROSE SUMMER 30” 18" Very nice heathery-lilac blooms. Showy late summer bloom season from spring transplanting. 

Agastache cana x 
barberi BOLERO PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE ROSE-RED SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 16” 16” Has abundant rose-purple blooms over a long period in the summer, magnet for hummingbrds.

Agastache foeniculum ANISE HYSSOP 1401 PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE LILAC BLUE SUMMER-EARLY 48” 24"

Dense clusters of flowers. Leaves make a tasty tea. More tolerant of winter cold and wet soils. The aromatic 
leaves have a licorice-like (anise) scent, and can be used in herbal teas, to flavor jellies or eaten fresh in 
small quantities, such as in a salad with other greens. The dried leaves can be used in potpourri. The plant 
was used medicinally by Native Americans to treat coughs, fevers, wounds, and diarrhea. The best time to 
harvest foliage to dry is when the flowers are just past full bloom, as the oil content in the leaves is the 
highest at that time, but they can be used at any time.

Upright, clump-forming.Native to parts of the upper Midwest and Great Plains. Late summer bloom. with lavender to 
purple flowers in terminal spikes and anise-scented foliage. Flowers are attractive to bees, hummingbirds and 
butterflies.

Agastache rupestris
APACHE SUNSET- 
LICORICE MINT PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER TO FALL 30" 24"

Hummingbirds love this plant. It has a long bloom season- from midsummer to fall. It likes lean, well-drained 
soil. Licorice scented. Smell the leaves!

Alcea rosea

HOLLYHOCK                          
HALO SERIES 
APRICOT PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE APRICOT SUMMER 60” 36”

First year blooming. Large single apricot colored blooms with darker red, contrasting centers. Large 
landscaping flower

Best in back of border. Showy blooms, but can get coarse by end of summer. Grow among other varieties that will 
provide interest in its place. Short lived? But it reseeds to get new plants next year.

Alcea rosea

HOLLYHOCK                          
HALO SERIES 
LAVENDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE LAVENDER SUMMER 60” 36" First year blooming. Large single lavender blooms with darker, contrasting centers. Large landscaping flower

Best in back of border. Showy blooms, but can get coarse by end of summer. Grow among other varieties that will 
provide interest in its place. Short lived? But it reseeds to get new plants next year.

Alcea rosea
HOLLYHOCK                          
HALO SERIES RED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 60” 36" First year blooming. Large single deep red blooms with darker, contrasting centers. Large landscaping flower

Best in back of border. Showy blooms, but can get coarse by end of summer. Grow among other varieties that will 
provide interest in its place. Short lived? But it reseeds to get new plants next year.

Alcea rosea
HOLLYHOCK                          
HALO SERIES WHITE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 60” 36” First year blooming. Large single white blooms with yellow contrasting centers. Large landscaping flower

Best in back of border. Showy blooms, but can get coarse by end of summer. Grow among other varieties that will 
provide interest in its place. Short lived? But it reseeds to get new plants next year.

Alcea rosea HOLLYHOCK NIGRA PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLACK* SUMMER 60” 36" Traditional "black" Hollyhock. Large single flowers. 
Best in back of border. Showy blooms, but can get coarse by end of summer. Grow among other varieties that will 
provide interest in its place. Short lived? But it reseeds to get new plants next year.

Allium hybrida QUATTRO HERB SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE PINK SUMMER 32” 12” Prefers well drained soil.

Alternanthera PURPLE KNIGHT ANNUAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE PURPLE/ RED LEAVES 18” 12”
Fantastic FoliageTM** 20"; Unique accent plant w/ striking, upright spreading dark-purple foliage. 
Exceptional heat tolerance. Great plants to use as fillers in patio containers and pots!!

Alternanthera brasiliana PURPLE PRINCE ANNUAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE PURPLE/ RED LEAVES 10” 18”

10" spreading 18" pot, 16" spreading 20" gdn; Compact mass of burgundy- ruby foliage works fast to spill 
over container or fill a bedding area with dense colorful foliage. Durable through any summer weather, rain, 
drought or heat. Season-long color shows from young stage til frost. Flowers may form under very short 
days, so lighting may help if growing crop in winter months. For landscape, planters, banks, baskets. Great plants to use as fillers in patio containers and pots!!

Amorpha fruticosa Indigo Bush SHRUB SUN MODERATE PURPLE SPRING-LATE 6 FT 8 FT Deciduous 6-8 ft shrub. Purple flowers, -Butterflies. Native to Panhandle- sandy soils along streams,
 Rapid seed spread along waters edge. Little to no seed spread in drier growing conditions Easy to grow in yard 
settings.

Anacyclus depressus 
MAT DAISY SPRING 
CARPET PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SPRING- EARLY 4" 15"

Forms dense spreading low mat. Daisy-like flowers in early spring, reseeds nicely, looks great  winter, early 
spring. 

Nice bloom in spring,can get ragged for a short time in summer. Good for dry, hot situations- prefers good drainage-, 
especially in winter. Shear blooms after they have dried. Let some blooms stay on and go to seed for new plants. 
Great for volunteer plants here and there.

Angelonia

SUMMER 
SNAPDRAGON -
SERENITA SKY WHITE ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR WHITE LATE SPRING TO LATE SUMMER12” 12”

A long blooming, compact and manageable plant for containers and the front of borders. It likes regular water 
and needs to be fertilized regularly for continual blooms. Flourishes and blooms all summer thru humidity & 
heat.

Angelonia

SUMMER 
SNAPDRAGON -
SERENITA 
RASPBERRY ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR RASPBERRY LATE SPRING TO LATE SUMMER12” 12”

A long blooming, compact and manageable plant for containers and the front of borders. It likes regular water 
and needs to be fertilized regularly for continual blooms. Flourishes and blooms all summer thru humidity & 
heat.

Angelonia

SUMMER 
SNAPDRAGON -
SERENITA SKY ROSE ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR ROSE LATE SPRING TO LATE SUMMER12” 12”

A long blooming, compact and manageable plant for containers and the front of borders. It likes regular water 
and needs to be fertilized regularly for continual blooms. Flourishes and blooms all summer thru humidity & 
heat.

Angelonia

SUMMER 
SNAPDRAGON -
SERENITA SKY BLUE ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR BLUE LATE SPRING TO LATE SUMMER12” 12”

A long blooming, compact and manageable plant for containers and the front of borders. It likes regular water 
and needs to be fertilized regularly for continual blooms. Flourishes and blooms all summer thru humidity & 
heat.

Anisacanthus 
quadrifidus v. wrightii Flame Acanthus PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE ORANGE SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 36" 36”

Bright orange tubular flowers- long mid summer to fall bloom/ Drought tolerant- Dies back in winter, nice fall 
color.

Starts blooming end of July till cooler days of fall. A GREAT PLANT TO HAVE FOR THE FALL MIGRATION OF 
HUMMINGBIRDS!!. Butterflies feed on its nectar as well. It throws seed several feet to get new plants, not hard to 
remove. Loses leaves in winter, but stalks are a clean, nearly white color. New growth emerges from near soil line.

Anthyllis vulneraria 
coccinea RED CARPET PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE ORANGE-RED SUMMER 7” 20” A nice ground cover  or border plant for dry sites. Orange red blooms. A good plant for pollinators.

Antirrhinum 
sempervivens Silver Snapdragon PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE Spring to Fall 4-6” 12-18’

A good low growing filler plant for the front of your beds. It covers itself with small white snapdragon blooms 
in spring. The rest of the summer it provides deep green, tough ground cover foliage. It returns reliably each 
year.

Antirrhinum              
SNAPDRAGON CANDY TOPS MIX ANNUAL SUN to PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SPRING / SUMMER 7” 7”

This new series of dwarf snapdragons features plants with upright and sturdy stems. The abundance of 
blooms on dwarf plants means constant color and sweet fragrance. Candy Tops plays well with others in 
mixed containers. 

Antirrhinum              
SNAPDRAGON SNAPTASTIC MIX ANNUAL SUN to PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SPRING / SUMMER 14” 14” Vigorous plants with sturdy, branching habits are quick to fill containers before flowering.

Antirrhinum              
SNAPDRAGON SNAPTINI mix ANNUAL SUN to PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SPRING / SUMMER 7” 7” Provides a long season of great color! Good for Containers or the front of the border.

Aquilegia caerulea

COLUMBINE: 
KIRIGAMI 
Deep Blue and White PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE & WHITE SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 20” 20”

NEW FOR 2022! Nice deep blue and white flowers to greet you in your early spring garden.Give it a place in 
your beds with Part/ Dappled shade. Too much sun is not good for Columbines. They will bloom nicely in the 
spring and then their leaf canopy will give a nice woodsy feel for the rest of the growing season. Deadheading 
should provide a longer bloom period. They also make a good cut flower to bring the garden indoors.
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Aquilegia caerulea

COLUMBINE: 
KIRIGAMI 
Red and White PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED AND WHITE SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 20” 20”

NEW FOR 2022! Nice red and white flowers to greet you in your early spring garden.Give it a place in your 
beds with Part/ Dappled shade. Too much sun is not good for Columbines. They will bloom nicely in the 
spring and then their leaf canopy will give a nice woodsy feel for the rest of the growing season. Deadheading 
should provide a longer bloom period. They also make a good cut flower to bring the garden indoors.

Aquilegia caerulea

COLUMBINE: 
KIRIGAMI 
Yellow PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 20” 20”

NEW FOR 2022! Nice yellow flowers to greet you in your early spring garden.Give it a place in your beds 
with Part/ Dappled shade. Too much sun is not good for Columbines. They will bloom nicely in the spring 
and then their leaf canopy will give a nice woodsy feel for the rest of the growing season. Deadheading 
should provide a longer bloom period. They also make a good cut flower to bring the garden indoors.

Aquilegia caerulea
COLUMBINE: McKana 
Giant Mixed PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 24" 18"

One of our highly recommended PARTIAL SHADE plants. It provides nice blooms in the spring through 
early summer- then it provides nice green foliage cover for the rest of the summer through frost for a nice 
“woodsy” effect. Attracts hummingbirds. This is a great plant to plant late summer/ fall. It will get settled in 
and bloom very nicely the following year.

When you are ready to tidy up the plant, cut the flower stems below the canopy of leaves. They will be woodier than 
the fresh leaves and easy to follow back under the foliage to clip. Try to leave the upper growth through winter even 
after it is dried crispy brown to provide for freeze protection. 

Aquilegia caerulea HEAVENLY BLUE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 24" 20”

NEW FOR 2022!. Nice Sky blue and white flowers to greet you in your early spring garden.Give it a place in 
your beds with Part/ Dappled shade. Too much sun is not good for Columbines. They will bloom nicely in the 
spring and then their leaf canopy will give a nice woodsy feel for the rest of the growing season. Deadheading 
should provide a longer bloom period. They also make a good cut flower to bring the garden indoors.

Aquilegia chrysantha DENVER GOLD PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW Spring to Fall 36" 18"

Aquilegia chrysantha 
GOLDEN-SPURRED 
COLUMBINE PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SPRING- EARLY SUMMER 30" 24"

Bright yellow blooms. Heat tolerant and mildew resistant. It has long bloom season- from spring to summer, 
is long lived and reseeds nicely. This is a great plant to plant late summer/ fall. It will get settled in and bloom 
very nicely the following year.

When you are ready to tidy up the plant, cut the flower stems below the canopy of leaves. They will be woodier than 
the fresh leaves and easy to follow back under the foliage to clip. Try to leave the upper growth through winter even 
after it is dried crispy brown to provide for freeze protection. 

Argemone polyanthemos
WHITE PRICKLY 
POPPY PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 30" 18”

Panhandle Native. Large white, showy blooms that handle our wind.  All of plant is prickly except 4" white 
flower. Reseeds here and there for new plants next year. 

Blooms are very nice, but plant gets very ragged by end of bloom season and will need to be removed in most beds. 
It is a good plant for a native pollinator bed.

Artemisia arborescens POWIS CASTLE’ PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING 30” 36”

A large hybrid Artemisia known for its great feathery foliage. It is somewhat slow to recover from winter to 
begin looking nice in spring. The lush grey foliage makes the wait worth it if you can compensate with other 
plants earlier in the year. Larval Food Plant for the American Lady and Painted Lady. 

Artemisia frigida
FRINGED PRAIRIE 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW Late Summer 8" 15"

Fragrant, fine textured, silver-grey foliage. It works well in native grass outer lawns to give another dimension. 
Spreads by rhizomes (aggressively in flower beds) Good for tough areas.

Provides nesting material, structure for native bees. Height will be variable depending on the soil it is in and the 
amount of water it gets. In more natural areas it may stay very short and with better care it may get 12 to 18” tall.

Artemisia schmidtiana  'Silver Mound' PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE Mid-Summer 12” 24”
Foliage plant with finely dissected leaves. Very attractive in the low border. You will have to resist the urge to 
reach down and “pet” its soft foliage each time you walk by.

One of the few Artemisias that does not spread by rhizomes. (It Is not invasive). It has been a short lived plant for me- 
but the feathery foliage is a show stopper and will literally have people reaching down to feel it. Be ready to replace 
when it dies back. 

Asarina antirrhiniflora 
(Maurandiya)

SNAPDRAGON VINE 
SCARLET Tender Perennial SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 60” 36”

Many scarlet red blooms cover the plant mid to late summer through fall. It has nice foliage. A smaller vine 
overall. It does not overpower it’s surroundings and is appreciated most up close. Treat as an annual, but it 
will often reseed the next year and I’ve had it overwinter in a good year. Good for a smaller trellis.

Plant in spring/ early summer to give it time to grow up a trellis for nice blooms late 
summer/ fall. BE PATIENT! The petite flowers are a treat!

Asarina antirrhiniflora 
(Maurandiya)

SNAPDRAGON VINE 
Violet Tender Perennial SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE VIOLET SUMMER 36” 24”

Many violet-blue blooms cover the plant mid to late summer through fall. It has nice foliage. A smaller vine 
overall. It does not overpower it’s surroundings and is appreciated most up close. Treat as an annual, but it 
will often reseed the next year and I’ve had it overwinter in a good year. Good for a smaller trellis.

Plant in spring/ early summer to give it time to grow up a trellis for nice blooms late 
summer/ fall. BE PATIENT! The petite flowers are a treat!

Asclepias asperula ANTELOPE HORNS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 8-12” 12-24”
Clumping, sprawling plant. Seed pods like small antelope horns. Flower clusters are very unique- ball-like 
clusters of smaller flowers. Panhandle Native.  Food Plant for Monarch and Queen Caterpillars.

Asclepias 
engelmanniana

NARROW-LEAVED 
MILKWEED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 36" 8" Not a showy plant, but unusual with it's slender, airy appearance. Panhandle Native. Food source for monarch and queen butterfly caterpillars

Asclepias latifolia
BROAD-LEAVED 
MILKWEED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 24” 12"

Native butterfly weed with interesting greenish white cluster of blooms. Reseeds nicely. Nice here and there 
in a native outlying grassy areas. It is the easiest Asclepias for me to grow. Important food source for monarch and queen butterfly caterpillars

Asclepias speciosa SHOWY MILKWEED PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE ROSE SPRING TO FALL 36" 14" Prefers sandy soil, but is adaptable. Prefers moderate water. Showy, slightly fragrant pinkish red blooms Food source for monarch and queen butterfly caterpillars

Asclepias tuberosa
BUTTERFLY WEED 
'WILD ORANGE TYPE' PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 28" 18"

Rises every year from taproot (MARK PLANTING SPOT), long lived.  Bright orange flowers for a long bloom 
season makes it a favorite for butterflies and one of the best of the Butterfly Weed for a traditional flower bed. 

Great nectar plant for butterflies. Long bloom season. Monarch caterpillars feed on leaves. Foliage and spent blooms 
make interesting show in a winter garden.

Asclepias viridis GREEN MILKWEED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATEGREEN WITH PURPLE HOODEARLY SUMMER 30" 24"
Panhandle native, Green blooms in clusters. Large leaves are a host for Monarch caterpillars. TOXIC, but is 
generally avoided by livestock.

Asparagus densiflorus 
sprengeri

ASPARAGUS FERN 
COMPACTA 

Asparagus sprengeri ASPARAGUS FERN

Atriplex canescens
FOURWING 
SALTBUSH SHRUB SUN NONE YELLOW Spring to Fall 6' 6-10’

Shrub. Rapid growth to it’s mature size with additional moisture. Grey foliage. Provides small wildlife and 
birds food and habitat. Deer may browse on the plant for nourishment, but have never eaten mine to any 
great extent. Can be pruned to a hedge. 

Panhandle native. Fire resistant. Makes a good windbreak or visual screen. Extremely tough plant. Best without 
additional moisture once established. Has narrow grey leaves. If necessary, cut back before spring growth begins. 

Aubrieta AUDREY RED PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR RED SPRING 7” 18”
One of earliest blooming perennials. Very winter hardy. Long Spring bloom. Fuchsia Red flowers cover the 
mat- forming foliage

Aubrieta CASCADE PURPLE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR PURPLE SPRING 6” 14”

NEW FOR 2022 Should be a great plant for the front of borders! It has extra large flowers in spring and a 
nice trailing habit. Plant it to cascade over walls and through rock walls. Cut back to 1/2 after flowering to 
maintain compactness. Known for its reliability in the garden.

Aubrieta CASCADE RED PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE REGULAR RED SPRING 6” 14”

NEW FOR 2022 Should be a great plant for the front of borders! It has extra large flowers in spring and a 
nice trailing habit. Plant it to cascade over walls and through rock walls. Cut back to 1/2 after flowering to 
maintain compactness. Known for its reliability in the garden.

Baileya multiradiata DESERT MARIGOLD ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SPRING TO FALL 20" 24"

Western desert native. Desert Marigold has bright yellow blooms that are held above its foliage on wiry stems 
that gently wave in our wind to provide additional interest in the gardens. Bright yellow color from Spring to 
Fall. 

One of my favorite plants in my flower beds. The plant starts out unassuming, but as summer wears on and other 
plants begin to lose their luster Desert marigold just keeps getting showier. It is an annual that will need to be 
replanted every year. Try a few and see if it doesn’t become one of your ‘Must Haves’

Basil
GIANT SMOOTH 
ITALIAN ANNUAL SUN MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 20" 18" Great garden herb for Italian dishes. Very aromatic. Pinch flowers to maintain leaf growth

Basil Lemon ANNUAL SUN MODERATE WHITE Spring to Summer 12-18” 8-10” Lemon basil is an interesting herb. Would be good in white sauce dishes and with shrimp and fish. 

Basil PURPLE RUFFLES ANNUAL SUN MODERATE Summer 20" 20" AAS Ornamental with shiny, fragrant dark purple ruffled leaves and purple flowers Try to give the red- leaved varieties a little protection from the afternoon sun and some protection from the wind.

Belamcanda chinensis FRECKLE FACE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE ORANGE/ YELLOW SUMMER 32" 30”
Forms clumps of sword shaped leaves, similar to Iris but they are longer and flow in the garden. Slowly creep 
by rhizomes. Established clumps give best show. Divide infrequently.

Freckle Face has a mid summer bloom, then it develops interesting “blackberry” seed heads that can be used in dry 
arrangements. Nice looking from spring thru fall. Leaves are tall and stately.

Berlandeira lyrata
CHOCOLATE 
FLOWER Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING TO FALL 12" 30”

Flowers give off a chocolate scent that can carry through the garden. It blooms in the morning and  closes in 
the afternoon. Showy. Its flowers dry to brown seed. Plant Select Award Winner.

Keep on the dry side. Even with just a little extra water chocolate flower can get a little larger than wanted. Cut back at 
any time and it will bloom shortly on new growth. Great for a prairie or more natural garden. Fragrance can fill a 
garden.

Bouteloua curtipendula SIDEOATS GRAMA GRASS SUN LITTLE SUMMER 24” 18”
Sideoats grama seeds form on side of stem. They emerge purplish with red/orange anthers. It makes a good 
accent plant. State grass of Texas. It is a great grass for a Pocket Prairie Garden. Its seeds provide good food to draw our native birds to your yard!

Bouteloua gracilis BLUE GRAMA GRASS SUN LITTLE Blonde SUMMER 20” 24”

Blue Grama makes a good turf grass if planted densely (It is what we have planted for our lawn at Canyon’s 
Edge) or as an ornamental bunchgrass if planted individually. Seed heads resemble thick eyelashes that 
wave in the wind. Blooms from midsummer on. Leave thru winter for additional interest. Provides seed and 
nesting material for birds. 

Plant thickly by seed (2 to 3 Lbs /1000 sq ft) to get a nice grass for your yard or outlying area. Height will vary by the 
amount of water it receives. ranging from 6" to 20". Very drought tolerant. Mow at a high height (4"-6")

Buchloe dactyloides BUFFALO GRASS GRASS SUN LITTLE YELLOW Late Summer 6” Spreads
A great grass for lawns. It requires little water, fertilizing or mowing. Best looking with minimal foot traffic in 
winter. Provides seed and nesting material for birds

 Plant 2-3 pounds per 1000 sq. feet. Germination takes about two weeks. Water lightly twice per day around 10:00 
and 2:00 to keep seed bed barely wet. A week or so after grass has sprouted water can be reduced a bit until grass 
is established and then watering becomes optional. Can also be established using plugs.- space about a foot apart.

Buddleia ‘BUZZ HOT 
RASPBERRY’

DWARF BUTTERFLY 
BUSH PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE RED-ROSE SUMMER 36-48” 36-48” Graceful large blooms on shorter plants! Good in a full sun location in gardens or pots.

If you love the long graceful, butterfly attracting blooms of common Buddleia, but don’t have the room for them, this is 
the plant for you! Shorter plants with full sized leaves produce the same long, graceful blooms as the full size variety.

Buddleia ‘BUZZ 
MAGENTA IMPROVED’

DWARF BUTTERFLY 
BUSH PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE RED SUMMER 36-48” 36-48” LARGE, graceful blooms on shorter plants! Good in a full sun location in gardens or pots.

If you love the long graceful, butterfly attracting blooms of common Buddleia, but don’t have the room for them, this is 
the plant for you! Shorter plants with full sized leaves produce the same long, graceful blooms as the full size variety.

Buddleia ‘BUZZ 
VELVET’

DWARF BUTTERFLY 
BUSH PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE RED SUMMER 36” 30" LARGE, graceful blooms on shorter plants! Good in a full sun location in gardens or pots.

If you love the long graceful, butterfly attracting blooms of common Buddleia, but don’t have the room for them, this is 
the plant for you! Shorter plants with full sized leaves produce the same long, graceful blooms as the full size variety.

Buddleia davidii BUTTERFLY BUSH SHRUB SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE VIOLET SUMMER- FALL 60" 48"
Excellent shrub, prune to 12 to 18” in spring. Fast growth to 6-8ft. Fragrant,lilac-like blooms summer to frost 
without deadheading.

This variety is seed grown- It is the fastest growing, most robust variety I have. It does very well with minimal water 
once established. Water deeply when watering. It is a great plant to attract and feed a variety of butterflies.
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Buddleia davidii 'ALBA'
WHITE BUTTERFLY 
BUSH SHRUB SUN MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 72" 60"

Graceful shrub with fragrant white flowers. Prune to 12" in spring. Fast growth to 6-8ft. Fragrant, white 
blooms summer to frost without deadheading.

Buddleia X weyerana 
'GOLDEN GLOW' BUTTERFLY BUSH SHRUB SUN MODERATE YELLOW SUMMER 60" 48"

Yellow flower clusters. Hybrid between B. davidii and B. globosa. Produces constant flowers through 
summer for nectar source for butterflies. .

Caesalpinia gillesii
YELLOW BIRD OF 
PARADISE SHRUB SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW/ RED SUMMER 60" 60"

Good shrub/ small tree for hummingbirds. Large, showy flowers can be produced all summer long.  Reseeds 
readily. Volunteers can be a nuisance in flower beds. Has not reseeded for me when surrounded by grass, 
Little to moderate water. .

Calamagrostis x 
acutiflora 'Karl Foerster'

Karl Foerster' FEATHER 
REED GRASS GRASS SUN MODERATE Pinkish Purple SPRING TO WINTER 48" 30"

Sterile grass- won’t reseed, Does well in medium to wet soils. Clay is okay. Little to moderate water but do 
not allow to dry out completely. 

Cool season grass. Looks good earlier in spring/ summer than some other ornamental grasses. Cut back dead 
growth in spring and clean out as much of the dried leaves as possible so new growth is able to come up from the 
center of the plant. Divide every few years to rejuvenate if necessary.

Calibrachoa 
Kabloom PMP CHERRY 
MP

Calibrachoa Kabloom PMP DENIM

Calibrachoa Kabloom PMP MIX

Calibrachoa Kabloom PMP MIX

Calibrachoa Kabloom PMP YELLOW

Calibrachoa fusables paradise Island

Callirhoe involucrata
WINE CUP Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SPRING 10” 48"

Well drained soil is best, give plenty of room, will do well in a hot, exposed bed. Reseeds in flower beds. Nice 
magenta blooms. Plant Select Award Winner.

This is a great native variety with vibrant purple/red blooms, but it loves its own space. Plan on giving it 4 ft or more. 
Dies back completely in winter so bed will be bare until new growth takes over.

Calylophus hartwegii 
fendleri

FENDLER'S 
SUNDROPS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SUMMER 18" 24-36“

Native, Blooms heavily in spring, then lighter, but very well through summer. Nice sprawling foliage. Nearly 
evergreen- depending on the harshness of the winter.

One of our favorite Panhandle Native Plants. It provides showy, bright yellow blooms all summer long. Cut back some 
to tidy it up in winter/ early spring. This variety will continue to grow larger as the blooms keep coming on. The blooms 
turn orange as they age to give you multiple colors on the plant through summer.

Calylophus 
lavandulifolius SUNDROPS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SUMMER 8" 18"

Bright yellow blooms for an extended time in spring to early summer. Dense, grey-green plant. Reseeds itself 
nicely for new plants. Durable and reliable. Panhandle Native.

Calylophus serrulatus
TOOTHED 
SUNDROPS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING TO SUMMER 18" 18" Subshrub, Blooms heavily in spring then periodically in summer. Smaller, mounded plant with narrow leaves. This variety makes more of a ball-shaped plant. Reseeds nicely for some new plants here and there

Calylophus tubicula TEXAS SUNDROPS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SUMMER 9" 12"
Dense herbaceous shrublets of wiry stems bearing yellow flowers with very long tubes- like serrulatus on 
steroids. Plant in warm winter area.

Campanula persicifolia
TAKION SERIES BLUE  
Peach-Leaved Bluebell PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 18" 12” F1 hybrid. Extra large flowers on multiple stems. Heat tolerant. Good in large container.

Plant in part shade or in areas that are protected from hot afternoon sun. We are still testing this variety and do not 
know just how hardy it is, BUT it provides very showy blooms for an extended period. Try it for yourself- Let us know 
what you think!!

Campanula rotundifolia 
Olympica BLUEBELLS PERENNIAL PART SHADE MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 10” 12"

Long blooming, dainty flowers on wiry stems above foliage - rock gardens, borders. Good under high trees. A 
very tough DEPENDABLE plant for dappled shade.

Somewhat variable from seed. Some plants will be a upright while others form a lower growing mat of evergreen. 
Very nice with deep blue blooms.

Caryopteris x 
clandonensis

BLUE MIST SPIREA 
'Dark Knight' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE DARK BLUE SUMMER 48” 36”

Has deeper blue flowers and more of an upright growth habit.Nice small shrub. Considerable drought 
tolerance, and a long bloom period. Cut back to 1/3 its height in spring to encourage heaviest bloom Blue Mist Spirea is a great plant to bring pollinators and butterflies to your yard.

Caryopteris x 
clandonensis

BLUE MIST SPIREA 
'First Choice' PP#11958 PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 36-48” 48”

A more compact Caryopteris with nice deep blue flowers. Blooms mid summer to fall. Considerable drought 
tolerance, and a long bloom period. Cut back to 1/3 its height in spring to encourage heaviest bloom Blue Mist Spirea is a great plant to bring pollinators and butterflies to your yard.

Caryopteris x 
clandonensis

BLUE MIST SPIREA 
'Longwood Blue' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 40” 36"

Choice, deep violet-blue selection, with silvery-green foliage. Great late summer color. Nice small shrub given 
less water. It can get nearly 5 ft tall and wider with protection and a little extra water. Considerable drought 
tolerance, long bloom period. Cut back to 1/3 its height in spring to encourage heaviest bloom Blue Mist Spirea is a great plant to bring pollinators and butterflies to your yard.

Celtis reticulata
NETLEAF 
HACKBERRY TREE SUN LITTLE RED/ORANGE/GREEN SPRING 20' 15' Native tree, birds love its seed. It is said to be the universal donor for butterflies.

Hackberry is a very tough native tree. It grows quickly if watered and fertilized when young. Keep pruning up 
branches for tree. Not the most refined looking tree, but it is a good selection for outlying areas or the back of a yard.

Centranthus ruber alba
WHITE JUPITERS 
BEARD PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER-ALL 24" 36" Adaptable plant with showy white flowers. Reseeds, but easy to remove when young. Long bloom season.

Nice deep green leaves. It does very well in full sun to part shade. It seems to bloom best when grown on the dry 
side. Less water also means fewer volunteer seedlings.

Centranthus ruber 
coccineus

RED JUPITERS 
BEARD PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER-ALL 24" 36" Adaptable plant with showy red flowers. Reseeds, but easy to remove when young. Long bloom season.

Nice deep green leaves. It does very well in full sun to part shade. It seems to bloom best when grown on the dry 
side. Less water also means fewer volunteer seedlings.

Centranthus ruber 
roseus

PINK JUPITER’S 
BEARD PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK Spring to Summer 24-30” 24-30” Adaptable plant with showy pink flowers. Reseeds, but easy to remove when young. Long bloom season.

Nice deep green leaves. It does very well in full sun to part shade. It seems to bloom best when grown on the dry 
side. Less water also means fewer volunteer seedlings. Great plant for the summer garden.

Cerastium tomentosum
SNOW IN SUMMER  
REM PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE Spring 8” 36”

Groundcover, silver foliage, white flowers early spring. Attractive all year. May spread a foot per year, low 
front border.

Makes a very good ground cover for a small area. Dense grey-white leaves keep weeds from growing through. Give it 
two years to spread fully. Dies back some in harshest cold, but recovers well. Deadheading after blooming or 
trimming foliage back can be done carefully with a weedeater.

Ceratostigma 
plumbaginoides BLUE PLUMBAGO PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER TO FALL 10" GROUNDCOVER

A good ground cover that spreads by rhizomes.It has a long bloom season producing many dark blue flowers 
though the summer. Its leaves turn a nice red with the cooler temperatures in fall.

Keep a border ( a sidewalk) around this plant to keep in place. Slow to leaf out in spring, dies to ground in winter, but 
usually provides hint of red through winter. Spreads well with more water. Limiting water will help prevent unwanted 
spread.

Cercocarpus ledifolius
CURL-LEAF 
MAHOGANY SHRUB SUN LITTLE TO NONE 15' 6' Evergreen shrub. Slow growth-  needs water in dry hot weather?

Cercocarpus montanus 
var. argentus

MOUNTAIN 
MAHOGANY SHRUB SUN LITTLE WHITE TO YELLOW SPRING TO EARLY SUMMER6'-10' 8'

A deciduous shrub. Slow growing. Nice deep green leaves through summer changing to russet colored 
leaves in fall, plumed tails on seed. It is said to be a good deer browse, but I have not had them eat on mine. 

My plants are making a nice, upright four foot shrub. Extremely hardy, dependable. Over time they may grow to the 
size listed.

Cercocarpus montanus 
var. argentus

MOUNTAIN 
MAHOGANY.  1401 
upright SHRUB SUN LITTLE WHITE TO YELLOW 6'-10' 4’

Chilopsis linearis DESSERT WILLOW TREE SUN LITTLE DEEP RED, PINK TO WHITESUMMER 20' 12'
A great tree or shrub. Blooms off and on through summer. Colors range from dark pink, pink or white. If 
grown as a multi-trunk tree or shrub it will stay shorter than if pruned to a single trunk tree.

Easy to grow from any size pot. It should reach three ft tall in first year. Treat like a perennial for a few years. Trim up 
to tree form or leave as multi-branched shrub. Provide moderate to ample water and some manure or other Nitrogen 
fertilizer when young to promote quicker growth. - Then cut back water and Nitrogen after a few years to develop 
stronger branches.

Chrysothamnus 
nauseosus ssp 
graveolens 

RUBBER 
RABBITBRUSH PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW FALL 36” 30” Makes a nice grey-leafed shrub. Produces yellow blooms in fall. Retains some leaf into winter.

A HARDY Panhandle native. It should need little to no additional  water or care once established. Keep on the very 
dry side of watering.

Clematis integrifolia 'PS 
Harlan'

BUSH CLEMATIS 
MONGOLIAN BELLS® PERENNIAL PART SHADE MODERATE BLUE, WHITE or PINK SUMMER 18” 24”

A mounding form of clematis to 24”. Produces large, showy blooms of pink, blue or white over dark green 
leaves for an extended time. Attractive seed heads.- Somewhat slow to establish, but it is proving to be a very 
tough perennial with a long bloom season.  It prefers protection from afternoon sun. (great at the base of 
larger plants such as roses.

This is a great plant to provide ground cover at the base of larger plants. It fills in nicely to provide a natural weed 
protection AND has nice subtle, but pretty blooms.

Coleus KONG SERIES MIX 18” 14”
**Premium Coleus. Fantastic FoliageTM Shade.** 18"; Giant leaves up to 8" broad. Multicolor pattern on 
red&green foliage and cream leaf markings. Basal branching. Needs full shade.

Coleus
SUN SERIES Chocolate 
Dark ANNUAL PART SHADE MODERATE TO AMPLE RED AND GREEN 18-24” 18-22”

This plant is grown for the foliage.It is recommended to pinch off the flowers before they get a chance to 
open. A good filler plant for pots.

Coleus
SUN SERIES Crimson 
Gold ANNUAL PART SHADE MODERATE TO AMPLEBURGANDY AND GREEN 18-26” 18-22”

This plant is grown for the foliage.It is recommended to pinch off the flowers before they get a chance to 
open. A good filler plant for pots.

Coleus
SUN SERIES Lime 
Delight ANNUAL PART SHADE MODERATE TO AMPLE LIME AND GOLD 28” 18-22”

This plant is grown for the foliage.It is recommended to pinch off the flowers before they get a chance to 
open. A good filler plant for pots.

Coleus
SUN SERIES 
Watermelon ANNUAL PART SHADE MODERATE TO AMPLE PINK AND GREEN 18-24” 18-22”

This plant is grown for the foliage.It is recommended to pinch off the flowers before they get a chance to 
open. A good filler plant for pots.

Coreopsis auriculata Nana' Elfin Gold PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 8” 12”
This is a very nice, low growing perennial for the front of borders. It appreciates a little more water and 
deadheading.

Coreopsis grandiflora BABY SUN PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE YELLOW Early Summer to Fall 12-20” 10-12” Nice, bushy habit. Dark-eyed flowers with golden-yellow petals. Long bloom time when deadheaded promptly

Coreopsis grandiflora DOUBLE THE SUN PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW SPRING AND SUMMER 14” 14’

Extremely early, blooming 2-3 weeks ahead of Early Sunrise in cool spring weather. Flowers first year. Large 
semidouble 2.5" pure golden yellow flowers. Prolific bloomer. Great for perennial containers and bedding. 
Deadhead as necessary.

Coreopsis grandiflora EARLY SUNRISE PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 24” 24”
Long bloomimg, self cleaning variety?  Most sources say it will need to be deadheaded to keep blooming 
through summer. Reseeds? can self sow. Bright yellow, tough plants. Good for the beginner. .

Coreopsis grandiflora SUNFIRE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE Yellow/Red 24” 18”
Fleuroselect award winner. Large flowers, yellow with dark-eyed centers. Compact, earlier blooming than 
most varieties.  Long summer bloom season. Blooms first year from early sowing.

Coreopsis grandiflora SUNKISS PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE Yellow with Red Summer to Fall 12-14” 14-16”
Extra-large bright golden yellow golden yellow flowers surround a deep red bloom. Controlled habit with 
flowers that stand upright. Excellent planted in mass and in containers.

Coreopsis hybrid
UPTICK GOLD AND 
BRONZE PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW AND RED Spring to Fall 12-14” 12-14”

Grandiflora hybrid with a tidy compact habit and dazzling color. This variety is day-length neutral and will 
bloom all summer. Great in containers.
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Coreopsis hybrid
UPTICK YELLOW AND 
RED PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW AND RED Spring to Summer 12-14” 12-14”

Grandiflora hybrid with a tidy compact habit and dazzling color. This variety is day-length neutral and will 
bloom all summer. Great in containers.

Coreopsis lanceolata

BABY GOLD 
LANCELEAF 
COREOPSIS PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW 16” 24' Pure yellow daisies, compact habit, ever blooming when deadheaded. May-October. Cut flowers.

Coriander Santo Cilantro ANNUAL MODERATE Cilantro. Used for flavoring Mexican dishes

Cymbopogon citratus
LEMON GRASS -
WEST INDIAN ANNUAL SUN MODERATE 2’-4’ 18”

Blades are packed with lemon- citrus flavor, used in Asian cooking. Also used as a mosquito repelling plant 
and as a filler for containers.

Cymbopogon flexuosus LEMONGRASS HERB SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE 4-6’ 24-36”

Dense spreading clumps. Broad leaves arch gracefully near ground at 
tips. Lemony aromatic bright blue-green foliage. Dried leaves used in oriental cooking. A beauty for 
landscape or large containers. Grows fast enough to use as a 3-4' annual, evergreen leaves in frost-free 
areas. Most often sold for its use as a mosquito repellent. 

Dalea candida
WHITE PRAIRIE 
CLOVER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 18" 12" Panhandle Native. Unassuming plant, very nice in a native lawn or Native flower bed.  A legume, its flowers are borne on long stems. Worth trying as a cut or dried flower.

Dalea purpurea
PURPLE PRAIRIE 
CLOVER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE PURPLE SUMMER 18" 12"

Highly nutritious forage plant. Woody taproot. A good plant to have to encourage butterflies to your yard. 
Good in a native lawn or native flower bed

Dasylirion leiophyllum 48” 48”
Rosettes of green, narrow leaves with sharp retrorse teeth. Puts up huge spikes of thousands of cream 
florets packed in multiple spires A zone 7 plant? worth trying though

Dasylirion wheeleri SOTOL GRASS SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER 40" 48" Spiky blueish grey leaves. To 3 ft long. Slowly forms a trunk. Eventually forms a 10 ft tall flower spike. A zone 7 plant? worth trying though

Delosperma congestum
GOLD NUGGET ICE 
PLANT PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SUMMER 4” 24”

Yellow low growing iceplant nice xeric look. Great for rock gardens. Needs fast draining soil. Appreciates 
protection from hot afternoon sun. Likes to spread on top of gravel mulch.

Delosperma cooperi
HARDY PURPLE ICE 
PLANT PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE FUSCHIA SUMMER 4” 18" Groundcover, succulent,evergreen. A hardy spreader. Likes to spread on top of gravel mulch.

Delosperma 
cooperi’John Proffitt'

TABLE MOUNTAIN 
ICEPLANT MP PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE Late Spring/ Early Summer 4” 18”

A fast spreading ground cover from South Africa that blooms for most of the growing season. The lustrous 
fuchsia flowers are an improvement on Delosperma cooper. During the winter the leaves remain turgid and 
green, often tinged with purple. Plant Select award winner. Likes to spread on top of gravel mulch.

Delosperma dyeri 
‘Psdold’

RED MOUNTAIN® Ice 
Plant      Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SPRING TO SUMMER 4” 20”

Color breakthrough! HOT, glowing red flowers. Plant Select © variety. Planting several plants can result in a 
nice ground cover. Likes to spread on top of gravel mulch.

Delosperma nubigenum YELLOW ICE PLANT PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW Late Spring/ Early Summer 4” 24” Ground cover succulent with bright yellow flowers. Likes to spread on top of gravel mulch.

Dianthus deltoides
MAIDEN PINK  'Zing 
Rose' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE CRIMSON RED SUMMER / ALL 8” 8"

Dense, low growing plants with large bright rose flowers. Very nice low foliage all year long. It produces a 
heavy flush of blooms in spring. Then sporadically in summer and a little heavier with the cooler days of fall

First season blooming perennial.Great as filler between plants or as small scale ground cover. May be best in part 
shade to dappled sun.

Dianthus 
gratianapolitanus CHEDDAR PINK PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK SPRING, EARLY SUMMER 8" 12"

Forms a full pink mat in spring. Pink shades, large flower. Nice evergreen/grey foliage. May reseed in your 
beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus 
gratianapolitanus ROSE QUARTZ PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SHADES SPRING, EARLY SUMMER 12" 12"

Top of plant covers over with dense crown 
of large bicolor flowers in shades ranging from cerise w' ring, softest pink with burgundy ring, lilac purple w' 
deep purple ring, and many between. Very fragrant. Makes a great show in pots, borders or sunny planters. 
May reseed in your beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus interspecific JOLT CHERRY ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE RED Summer 16-20” 12”
A vivid cherry red for your garden. Use this annual to help fill in gaps around your perennials until they fill in. 
Blooms all summer with minimal deadheading.

Dianthus interspecific JOLT PINK ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK Summer 16-20” 12-14”
Gorgeous pink flower that you can plant to help fill in around your perennials until they fill out. Blooms all 
summer with minimal deadheading. All American Selections winner.

Dianthus interspecific JOLT PINK MAGIC ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE WHITE CHANGING TO PINKSummer 16-20” 12-14”

Showy flowers start out white and change to pink over time- gives the plant a multi colored bloom. Good for 
pots and beds to help fill in around your perennials until they fill out. Blooms all summer with minimal 
deadheading. 

Dianthus plumarius
COTTAGE PINK 'Spring 
Beauty Mix' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SPRING, EARLY SUMMER 18" 12-36"

Fragrant, large flowering, double mix in shades of pink, mauve, red and white. Very nice low, grey-green 
foliage all year. May reseed in your beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus plumarius
COTTAGE PINK 
'Sweetness' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK, RED, CHERRY SUMMER 6" 24"

Fragrant dwarf plumarius. Blooms first year from seed, all summer if deadheaded, occasionally with loose 
matted grey-green leaves. Very nice low, grey-green foliage all year. May reseed in your beds for new plants 
the next year.

Dianthus X ALLWOODI Alpinus PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK SPRING 8" 12"

First year flowering, Low growing, dense, short grey leaves.Very nice low, grey-green foliage all year long. It 
produces a heavy flush of blooms in spring. Then sporadically in summer and a little heavier with the cooler 
days of fall. May reseed in your beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus x barbatus
Chiba Series Auricula 
Mix PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PURPLE OR ROSE W/ WHITE RINGSSPRING-EARLY 10"

Extremely early blooms with strong picotee and auricula patterns (frilly edges) Densely branching plants.-For 
beds and pots

Dianthus x barbatus Rockin' Red PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE RED SPRING / SUMMER 18” 12”

New in 2020 It has been nice in our beds. Listed as a long lived perennial. Vivid deep red. Durable lacy 
fragrant flowers crowd in clusters atop lushly branched plants. Lots of color on a very sturdy frame. Worth 
trying for cut flowers. May reseed in your beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus x barbatus Rockin’ ROSE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE RED SPRING / SUMMER 18” 12”

New in 2020 It has been nice in our beds. Listed as a long lived perennial. Nice rose-red. Durable lacy 
fragrant flowers crowd in clusters atop lushly branched plants. Lots of color on a very sturdy frame. Worth 
trying for cut flowers. May reseed in your beds for new plants the next year.

Dianthus x superbus SUPRA SERIES PINK PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK SPRING / SUMMER 18” 12”
Large, bright pink- single lacy 1.5" flowers form a canopy of color. Narrow bright green leaves. Nice in fall.    
For bedding, pots & containers. 

Dianthus x superbus SUPRA SERIES purple PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER-ALL 12" 10"
2006 ALL AMERICAN SELECTIONS WINNER Large, bright purple, single lacy 1.5" flowers form a canopy 
of color. Narrow bright green leaves. Nice in fall.    For bedding, pots & containers. 

Dichondra argentea SILVER FALLS ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE 4 FT A vigorous trailing plant for hanging baskets. Nice Silver foliage. Heat and drought tolerant

Dichondra repens EMERALD FALLS ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE 3 FT
A tighter, more compact but still vigorous trailing plant for hanging baskets. Nice Green/ Silver foliage. Heat 
and drought tolerant. 

Dill 'Dukat' Anethum graveolens HERB SUN MODERATE YELLOW Late SUMMER 3-5’ 2-3’

Great for Caterpillar food and for the kitchen. Strong, Pungent foliage, This variety is said to have a higher oil 
content which should make it better for butterflies and cooking? It is fast growing when young and does not 
like being in a small container. BUY IT WHILE YOU CAN!  WE CAN’T KEEP IT LOOKING NICE FOR 
SALES FOR LONG)

Dolichos lablab
RUBY MOON                       
Plant Select® ANNUAL SUN MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER 8 FT 3FT

Showy climber with green and purple foliage and deep lavender/ purple and white blooms, followed by shiny 
reddish-purple 2-3” seed pods. One our favorites for its midsummer beauty.

Seed pods can be used in dried arrangements. Great to be trained for climbing on trellises and arbors. Fast growing 
vine,-an annual, but very easy and very showy. It can reseed a bit for new plants next year.

Dracaena trifasciata
MOTHER IN LAW 
TONGUE

A nice, tough houseplant. It produces tall, narrow leaves. Give it bright light . Normal water. It slowly 
produces new shoots that can eventually be divided to make new pots of plants.

Dusty Miller Silverdust Annual/Perennial SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE YELLOW Mid-Summer 6-12” 6-12”
This variety is proving to be a hardy perennial. In partial shade it can get ragged looking by the end of winter, 
but recovers well.Prefers well drained soil. Has a bright silver/grey leaf color. A good choice for some contrast in your gardens or containers.

Echinacea angustifolia
PURPLE 
CONEFLOWER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE ROSE-PINK SPRING 24" 12"

Panhandle native, Large pink blooms for a short bloom season early summer. Interesting seed head stays on 
plant all summer and through winter to feed the birds.

Echinacea hybrida CHEYENNE SPIRIT PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATEYellow, Red, Orange, PurpleSUMMER 24-30” 18-20”

AAS 2012, FSM Gold 2012 Colors include shades of cream, orange, purple, red, scarlet, white and yellow. 
Nice blooms on vigorous plants. Deadheading not a must, but it will help get more blooms and keep a tidier 
appearance.  An adaptable plant. Divide clumps as necessary- about every four years.

Echinacea purpurea BABY SWAN WHITE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE Summer to Fall 18” 12-18”
One of the hardier Echiancea purpureas for us. White cone flower brings nice contrast to the garden. It likes 
consistent moisture- It doesn’t have to have a lot, just don’t let it get too dry.

Echinacea purpurea WHITE SWAN PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE White with Orange Center Summer 24-36” 12-24”

Taller than Baby Swan White, but it has similar flat, white petals and hardiness. White cone flower brings 
nice contrast to the garden. It likes consistent moisture- It doesn’t have to have a lot, just don’t let it get too 
dry.

Engelmannia peristenia ENGLEMANN DAISY PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING TO FROST 24" 36”

One of our better Panhandle Native Plants for flower beds. It deserves a spot in yours!                   Plant 
Select award winner. Blooms all summer long- Good for wildlife. Blooms open daily and are showy in the 
morning, then they may close in the heat of the day. 

IF IT GETS LEGGY OR TOO LARGE FOR ITS SPOT—- cut it back for quick new growth and bloom. (Try cutting 
off a bloom stalk or two now and then to freshen up the plant without noticing a drop in bloom performance. 

Ephedra equisetina Bluestem Joint Fir PS PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE CONE N/A 3-6ft 3-6ft

Finely textured blue-green stems with a conspicuous froth of yellow blooms often followed by berries. Related 
to conifers. Bluestem Joint Fir is extremely heat and drought tolerant. Dense branching provides excellent 
winter interest. Plant Select award winner. 

This plant is very xeric and needs well draining soil and very little to no additional water once established. Poorly 
draining soil and too much water is likely to be deadly for it. In sandy soil it may spread by rhizomes more than 
wanted. Remove extra sprouts to maintain a central specimen plant.

Eragrostis trichodes SAND LOVEGRASS GRASS SUN LITTLE PURPLE LATE SUMMER 40" 36" Large airy seed heads. Forms a nice vase shape. Good late summer, fall interest.

It fills its spot quickly, blooms early and it looks nice through winter. It reseeds itself minimally. Cut back and remove 
as much of the old dried leaves as possible in early spring as new growth begins. Cut a vase full of stems soon after 
the the seed heads develop for a long lasting dried arrangement.

Eriogonum allenii LITTLE RASCAL
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Eucalyptus Baby Dwarf Florist Blue
An extremely good plant for cutting and flower arrangements. It is a small evergreen sprawling shrub with an 
open habit. It keeps its small rounded leaves even as it matures. Zone 8 plant. Move it indoors in winter. A good plant for patios and containers.

Eucalyptus gunnii
Grown for its foliage. It makes a good plant for cuttings and floral arrangements. Grow it as an annual and 
plan on making cuttings through summer and harvest branches and dry at the end of the year.

Euphorbia ASCOT RAINBOW PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE LIME GREEN SUMMER 24” 30”

Striking foliage is variegated blue-green and cream with red tips in cooler weather. 
Unique lime-green  flowers in early summer.

Euphorbia marginata
SNOW ON THE 
MOUNTAIN ANNUAL SUN LITTLE WHITE VARIEGATED FOLIAGESUMMER 24" 36"

Snow on the Mountain provides interest with its nice white/green variegated leaves that develop mid to late 
summer. Pinch back a couple of times when it is young to provide a lower, bushier plant.  It's seeds provide 
valuable food for dove and quail.  Annual,reseeds. Good coming up here and there in beds. It produces a white liquid when pinched that is an eye irritant- BE CAREFUL- USE CLIPPERS AND AVOID SAP.

Euphorbia polychroma BONFIRE

Eustoma exaltatum ssp. 
russellianum TEXAS BLUEBELL PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE Purple/Blue Summer 12-18” 18-24”

A rare flower in the wild. They have almost been picked out of existence. Large, showy purple blooms mid to 
late summer. Good cut flower.

Fendlera rupicola CLIFF FENDLERBUSH PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE White to Pink Spring to Summer 6-12’

Foeniculum vulgare FLORENCE FENNEL HERB SUN MODERATE YELLOW-GOLD LATE SUMMER 48" 36"
Very nice, lighter green, ferny foliage. Looks good combined with Bronze Fennel.  One of the best plants for 
Black Swallowtail caterpillars. Attracts other beneficial insects including lady bugs

Foeniculum vulgare SMOKEY FENNEL HERB SUN MODERATE YELLOW LATE SUMMER 48" 30"

Very nice, chocolate green, ferny foliage. It is nice for another color variation in the garden. Looks good 
combined with Anteres fennel.  One of the best plants for Black Swallowtail caterpillars. Attracts other 
beneficial insects including lady bugs

Forestiera pubescens ELBOW BUSH SHRUB SUN LITTLE YELLOW-GREEN SPRING-SUMMER 10-12 FT 5FT
Deciduous, Panhandle Native shrub/ multi-trunked, small tree if shaped. Yellow fall color. Good for privacy 
screen. It doesn’t get so tall it blocks your view of the sky. But it does screen unwanted views.

Elbow Bush is a nice, drought tolerant shrub. Occasional water can help appearance, but is rarely a necessity. It is 
one of those plants that will survive, looking nice all the while, with little additional water. With minimal water it stays 
smaller. Will stay shorter when allowed to stay shrubby. 

Gaillardia aristata BURGANDY PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BURGANDY SUMMER TO FROST 24" 24" Deep red flowers. Long bloom season. Deadhead to improve looks and increase bloom period
Good for containers and a wide range of conditions.  A short lived perennial? If it starts declining, clean off dying 
branches and try giving it a nice dose of fertilizer and water. Nice and showy.

Gaillardia aristata TOKAJER PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 26” 24”
Makes a nice , showy plant. It tends to wilt on hottest days, but blooms stay nice. A slightly cooler location 
may help. Nice, deep red-orange blooms.

Gaillardia pinnatifidia REDEYE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE YELLOW/RED SUMMER 18” 10" Panhandle native. Unbranched stem to 24". Red bloom with yellow rays. Puffy ball as seed head dries. 

This is another tough panhandle native. It is not particularly showy at any time, but is nice addition to the drier areas 
of your yard or native beds. No additional water is needed once established. It will produce volunteers here and there. 
No maintenance is required. may want to shear to ground in spring.

Gaillardia x grandiflora 
ARIZONA RED 
SHADES PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 12” 12” Produces an abundance of early 4” red blooms. Has a uniform, compact, mounded habit.

Good for containers and a wide range of conditions. A short lived perennial? If it starts declining, clean off dying 
branches and try giving it a nice dose of fertilizer and water. Nice and showy.

Gaillardia x grandiflora ARIZONA SUN PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED WITH YELLOW SUMMER TO FROST 12" 14"
All American Selection winner. Improved form. 3" flowers. Greater uniformity and reliable early, first year 
blooming.

Good for containers and a wide range of conditions.  A short lived perennial? If it starts declining, clean off dying 
branches and try giving it a nice dose of fertilizer and water. Nice and showy.

Gaillardia x grandiflora MESA RED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER TO FROST 12" 14" First year flowering. Drought tolerant with long bloom season. Well branched, compact & early blooming.
Good for containers and a wide range of conditions.  A short lived perennial? If it starts declining, clean off dying 
branches and try giving it a nice dose of fertilizer and water. Nice and showy.

Gaillardia x grandiflora MESA YELLOW PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SUMMER 18” 18” First year flowering. Drought tolerant with long bloom season. Well branched, compact & early blooming.

All American Selection winner 2010 and Flouroselect Gold medal winner. Good for containers. Neat mounds of bright 
yellow flowers. A short lived perennial? If it starts declining, clean off dying branches and try giving it a nice dose of 
fertilizer and water. Nice and showy.

GAURA lindheimeri  'Belleza Dark Pink’ PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK SUMMER 24” 24”

A compact plant with flowers that give both light and dark pink colors. The leaves of the plant will be tinged 
with red as they emerge, then turn green with age. The pink flowers contrast nicely against the dark leaves. 
Repeat blooms from spring to fall. Not as drought tolerant as our white varieties? protect from hottest sun? Do not let go too dry.

Gaura lindheimeri SPARKLE WHITE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 28" 24”
A smaller version of whirling butterflies. It fits in tighter spaces than ‘The Bride’ and ‘Summer Breeze’ with 
the same great bloom.Early blooming, free flowering plant. AAS AND FSG award winner! Good in containers and flower beds.

Gaura lindheimeri SUMMER BREEZE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 36" 30"
Long lived perennial, taproot, fairly drought tolerant, many white blooms till frost-  takes heat- best given at 
least 3 ft growing space

More uniform, more upright, dense habit than Guara 'The Bride'. Covers its foliage with white flowers for an extended 
bloom season. 

Gaura lindheimeri THE BRIDE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 36" 30"
Long lived perennial. Forms a taproot. Fairly drought tolerant. Provides many white blooms till frost- nice airy 
effect. Takes heat well.

 It is best to give at least 3 ft growing space for best effect. It will need to be cut back to its rosette early spring. It has 
a very nice open, airy appearance. It handles the wind very well.- flowers sway nicely in the breeze.

Gaura lindheimeri
WHISKERS DEEP 
ROSE’ PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE DEEP ROSE Spring to Late Summer 16" 16"

Extra long pure white filaments contrast nicely against the dark rose petals. Repeat blooms from spring to 
fall. 

Long blooming. Good to add color in the garden and containers. Not as drought tolerant as our white varieties? 
protect from hottest sun? Do not let go too dry.

Geranium
PINTO PREMIUM 
DEEP RED ANNUAL SUN MODERATE RED Summer 14-16” 12-14”

Geranium
PINTO PREMIUM 
SCARLET ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE RED Summer 20” 18”

Geranium
PINTO PREMIUM 
WHITE TO ROSE ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE ROSE TO WHITE Summer to Frost 14” 18" Flowers start out white and turn rose-pink. Does well in containers on patios.

Geranium x 
cantabrigiense ‘BIOKOVO’ PERENNIAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE WHITE SPRING TO EARLY SUMMER10" 10"

2015 Perennial Plant Association's Plant of the Year! - nice, low growing plant that can spread to make a 
small scale ground cover.

Geranium x 
cantabrigiense ‘KARMINA’ PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE Violet/Purple SPRING TO SUMMER 8” Spreading

Hybrid Geranium that spreads by rhizomes. It has nice, full green foliage that spreads to make a nice carpet 
of blooms

Helichrysum petiolare 
minus SILVER MIST ANNUAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNLITTLE TO MODERATE SILVER 10” 18”

This plant makes a GREAT addition to patio containers for its ease of care and very nice bright grey/ silver 
foliage. It grows about 10” tall and will spill over the sides of pots very nicely.

Hesperaloe parviflora
RED YUCCA                     
Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED SUMMER-ALL 60" 48"

Clumping-Yucca type plant, long bloom season, Low water and easy maintenance. An excellent plant for a 
low care situation. Give Red Yucca plenty of room to grow. It grows wider slowly, but it can reach 4 to 5 feet 
across at the base after several years. Stems are not sharp, so it is safe to have where people will be close to 
it. Plant Select Award Winner.

Hesperaloe parviflora YELLOW YUCCA PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING TO SUMMER 48" 48" Very much like red yucca. It is a little shorter, but just as hardy for us. Nice yellow blooms.

Heuchera sanguinea 
CORAL BELLS 
'FIREFLY SPLENDENS’ PERENNIAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE TO AMPLE RED Summer to Fall 18" 18”

Coral Bells produces bright red flowers over compact, evergreen clumps of foliage  good fall color. Long 
bloom time. It gets better as years go by. Coral bells is one of our better selections for part shade. It needs protection from the hot afternoon sun

Huechera FOREVER PURPLE PERENNIAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE TO AMPLE PURPLE 8” 18” Extremely purple glossy leaves have fluted edges that stay purple all year.

Huechera FOREVER RED PERENNIAL PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNMODERATE TO AMPLE RED 8” 18” Ruffled brilliant red leaves form a gorgeous well-behaved mounded plant.

Iberis sempervirens 
Snowflake

CANDYTUFT- SNOW 
FLAKE PERENNIAL PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE Spring 12" 24" Large flowered strain, Broad leathery leaves, uniform mounded habit. 

It is very showy when in bloom for a short time in the spring. It is a low maintenance plant with nice, dense, deep 
green, evergreen leaves for a small scale ground cover for the front of a border after its showy blooms are gone. 
Iberis appreciates some protection from the hot afternoon sun. 

Ipomea leptophylla
BUSH MORNING 
GLORY PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PINK SUMMER 36" 48”

Large, pink blooms every morning in midsummer. The flowers close by noon each day, but bloom for many 
weeks. After several years it becomes a large mounding plant. Disappears completely  in winter but comes 
back from a large tuber (Mark Your Planting Spot)

Ipomoea x multifida CARDINAL CLIMBER ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 10' 36"
Fast growing, dense annual vine- provide support. Covered with bright red flowers mid to late summer every 
morning over a long period. May reseed to provide plants for the next year.  Very bright red flowers that are not large but are showy from a distance. A great plant for hummingbirds.

Juncus TWISTED ARROWS' AMPLE

Juniperus scopulorum
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
JUNIPER TREE SUN LITTLE 12' Has a short,stout trunk that branches close to the ground. Taller, Narrower -at least with maturity.

Kniphofia caulescens Regal Torchlily PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATEORANGE WITH YELLOWSUMMER /LATE 40” 30”

Gorgeous blue-green rosettes of foliage are garden worthy in their own right. By late summer the clump is 
crowned with glowing crimson, golden, and ivory torches that create a focal point in the border or xeriscape. 
One of the most versatile and showy of wild torch lilies. Reddish-orange flowers turn yellow from tip toward 
base.

Kniphofia uvaria 'Flamenco' PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATEORANGE WITH YELLOWSUMMER 32” 24”
Early, blooming first year, semidwarf mix of yellows, orange and fiery red. Strong but light stems for cuts or 
gardens.

Kniphofia uvaria RED HOT POKER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATEORANGE WITH YELLOWSUMMER /LATE 36” 24”
3 ft. Flowers start bright red, turn orange & mature to yellow. 18" spikes carry flowers of heavy substance 
above swordlike leaves.

Lantana new gold ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SUMMER TO FALL 24" 36"
Vigorous plant with bright gold- yellow blooms all summer. Great to attract butterflies into your yard. Give 
plenty of space. I've had it grow as a perennial on the edge of a parking lot surrounded by sidewalk.

Lantana Radiation ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED WITH YELLOW SUMMER TO FALL 36” 36”

Vigorous plant with bright orange blooms all summer. Great to attract butterflies into your yard. Give it plenty 
of space- it keeps getting larger as it produces more blooms. I've had it grow as a perennial on the edge of a 
parking lot surrounded by sidewalk. If planted mid to late summer it will provide very nice fall color on smaller plants.

Lantana camara IRENE ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW Spring to Fall 12-24” 36-60”

Containers, flower beds. Provides red and yellow clusters of flowers. Great for butterflies. Give plenty of 
space in flower beds. It spreads nicely to fill in a large area when planted early in the season. Great orange 
and red color for good  fall color. If planted mid to late summer it will provide very nice fall color on smaller plants.
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Lavandula angustifolia
AVIGNON EARLY 
BLUE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE

Lavandula angustifolia
ELLAGANCE PURPLE 
LAVENDER ANNUAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER TO FALL 14" 12"

Fleuroselect Gold winner. Produces well-branched, bushy plants; provides early and prolific flowering; has 
unmatched uniformity; and delivers first-year flowering. Ellagance forms a compact, bushy mound of silver-
green foliage and produces large, densely filled flower spikes from June to September.                                                                                                   
Grow as an annual. The plants in my gardens have not been as hardy as our other lavenders, but its season 
long bloom makes it well worth planting every year if necessary.

Unlike most other lavenders that produce a large, showy flush of blooms, Ellagance Purple provides a very long 
bloom season when deadheaded.

Lavandula angustifolia
HIDCOTE BLUE 
LAVENDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE BLUE SUMMER 24” 18"

Deepest blue Good for drying. Easy to grow, but needs good drainage, compact clay is deadly. Mix in course 
compost. Mound soil slightly when planting to keep crown out of water.

Hidcote Blue grows a little slower and not as tall and showy as 'Phenomenal', 'Dutch', or 'Grosso', but it seems a little 
hardier overall. It provides a great grey in the garden when not in bloom. It will need to be pruned back to new growth 
in spring.

Lavandula angustifolia
MUNSTEAD 
LAVENDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE BLUE SUMMER 18” 18"

Deep lavender color.Needs good drainage, compact clay is deadly-    mix in course compost  to improve 
drainage. Munstead is said to tolerate summer heat better than most lavenders-

Lavandula stoechas SILVER ANOUK PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SPRING - EARLY SUMMER 16” 14”

Our first offering of Spanish Lavender!  Hardy to zone 6! It offers unusual lavender purple blooms framed on 
silver foliage. Reblooms through the season. Deadhead occasionally to increase the number of blooms.   Its 
smaller size should make it good for containers, porch areas and the front of your beds so you can enjoy it up 
close. (Lavender has been written up as a mosquito repelling plant as well) 

Lavandula x intermedia SENSATIONAL!

Lavandula x intermedia 
PHENOMENAL 
LAVENDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER 30” 30"

A very large, showy, robust lavender. ONE OF OUR FAVORITES!!     Great fragrance and flowers 
produced above very uniform silver foliage. Great for fresh and dried cut flowers.

Rated  “must grow” plant by Better Homes and Gardens for 2013. Reported to be one of the hardiest lavenders with 
less winter die back than others. 

Lavender x intermedia 
PROVENCE 
LAVENDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER 30" 36"

Produces fragrant light violet flower spikes that dry well. Taller, rot-resistant variety. Lavender-blue flowers 
bloom throughout summer. Easy to grow, but needs good drainage, compact clay is deadly. Mix in course compost. Mound soil slightly when 

planting to keep crown out of water.

Leucanthemum x 
superbum

BRIGHTSIDE SHASTA 
DAISY PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE WHITE Summer 24-30” 18-24”

Vigorous, consistent mid height, large white with yellow disc, earlier to bloom than others. It likes more water 
than we give most of our plants, but it blooms nicely over a long period in the summer to fall if deadheaded.

Leucanthemum x 
superbum MADONNA

Leucanthemum x 
superbum

SILVER PRINCESS 
DWARF SHASTA 
DAISY PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE WHITE Summer to Fall 12” 18”

Dwarf Shasta Daisy is bushy, erect and has large flowered white daisies with golden-eyed centers.  A good 
performer in our gardens. It stays shorter than others we have tried. It likes more water than we give most of 
our plants, but it blooms nicely over a long period from summer to fall if deadheaded.

Leucanthemum x 
superbum WHITE LION

Leucophyllum minus
BIG BEND 
SILVERLEAF SHRUB SUN LITTLE TO NONE BLUE SUMMER 36" 30”

A more cold tolerant than Leucophyllum frutescens- it has smaller leaves, but a nice grey appearance in the 
garden. It retains gray color through winter. The Leucophyllums are known as Barometer Plants. They have 
bright purple blooms with rain in summer.

Big Bend Silverleaf is a nice compact shrub so it will fit nicely in a more modest sized garden. Do not fertilize 
excessively or water much. Too much water in our clay soils may be lethal.

Levisticum officianalis LOVAGE PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE YELLOW Spring 48" 24-36” Tastes like celery for a nice flavor in soups and more.

Liatris punctata
SPOTTED 
GAYFEATHER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER-LATE 18" 18"

Dense flower spikes. Has a taproot, does not transplant well once established.  Short flower season- but 
plant has long visual appeal.

A Panhandle Native. Low care plant. Can grow very nicely in outer fringes of yard. It will reseed nicely to make 
additional plants.

Limonium DAZZLE ROCKS

Limonium gmelinii 
(Statice) SIBERIAN STATICE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 24" 24” Deep lavender blue flowers. Good for cutting, dry flowers and borders. Very easy- low care plant. 

Siberian Statice produces a canopy of blooms on tall spikes that are produced well above its rosette of leaves. The 
rosette of leaves stay near ground level. Unique, long lasting blooms. Highly recommended.

Linum perenne lewisii Lewisii BLUE FLAX PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING 24" 18"

Deep, bright, Sky Blue, morning bloom. Vase shaped. Plan on having this plant around only for a season or 
two. It is a short lived perennial, but it reseeds itself very well, so you should get volunteers in your garden to 
replace the plant  each year. It has bright blue blooms every morning in spring for several weeks. One of our 
most sought after plants when it is in bloom.

Lonicera sempervirens  'JOHN CLAYTON' VINE SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE YELLOW SPRING INTO SUMMER 8ft 4ft
Solid yellow flowers in May and then intermittently til frost. Long period of bloom. Good for screening with a 
nice thick set of leaves.

Not a fast grower, but is steady. A twining vine- it will need support. Prune back as needed after blooming. It is great 
for hummingbirds. An easy plant to have growing on a trellis. Low care.

Lonicera sempervirens MAJOR WHEELER VINE SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE RED SPRING INTO SUMMER 9ft 5ft

Highly recommended. It has eyecatching deep red blooms with nice, deep green leaves. It blooms ALL 
season long and produces bright red berries as well. Not a fast grower, but is steady. A twining vine- it will 
need support. Prune back as needed after blooming. It is great for hummingbirds. An easy plant to have growing on a trellis. Very low care.

Machaeranthera 
tanacetifolia TAHOKA DAISY ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO NONE Purple with Yellow Center Summer to Frost 12-36” 12-24”

Texas Panhandle native that reseeds well and tolerates hot dry climates. It is annual but will bring nice color 
to your garden. It is a very good plant for butterflies and other native pollinators. A good plant to let naturalize in a “prairie bed”. It reseeds too well for most of my manicured beds.

Melampodium DERBY

Melampodium JACKPOT GOLD

Melampodium 
leucanthum BLACKFOOT DAISY PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE WHITE/ YELLOW SUMMER/ALL 10" 18" Nice Panhandle native. Long bloom season. Rock garden. Showy when in bloom. 

Reseeds nicely in gravel - To less extent in flower beds. The volunteer plants will often be stronger than the plants 
you buy from me. Look for the narrow leaves in early summer and let them grow. I’ve never had more plants than I 
wanted.

Mentzelia decapetala
TENPETAL 
BLAZINGSTAR ANNUAL/ BIENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SUMMER /LATE 36" 30”

A night bloomer. —Panhandle Native,  Blooms have large white petals with yellow stamens and are very 
sweet-scented.   Interesting growth, gets course after blooming. 

This would be a great plant to plan a later summer, evening garden party around.They open at dusk, close by 
midnight. It can reseed itself. Let the seed pods dry on the plant, gather and spread where you would like more

MINT Mentha spicata SPEARMINT PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE WHITE Summer 24" gc A great herb to add to tea, cookies and other foods. Use leaves fresh or dried.
It is a vigorous spreader. Plant in a way that it can be contained by itself. It will try to take over anything small planted 
nearby and will keep spreading by its roots until it reaches a barrier. Shear blooms to keep from reseeding.

MINT Mentha x piperita PEPPERMINT PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE WHITE Summer 24" gc Herb used for flavoring teas and foods. Stronger in flavor than spearmint. Use leaves fresh or dried.
It is a vigorous spreader. Plant in a way that it can be contained by itself. It will try to take over anything small planted 
nearby and will keep spreading by its roots until it reaches a barrier. Shear blooms to keep from reseeding.

Mirabilis multiflora
DESERT FOUR 
0'CLOCK PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE PURPLE SUMMER/ALL 24" 48"

Mounding, brilliant deep magenta blooms in the late afternoon for a long season, dies to ground in winter. It 
can reseed. Remove seedlings while young. The roots form tubers that can be difficult to remove. Give it plenty of room. It can cover 4 ft completely by the end of summer. Hummingbird moths will visit this plant.

Monarda didyma  
PANORAMA RED 
SHADES PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE RED SUMMER 30” 24”

A showy garden plant with deep red flowers. Mildew resistant. Good for cut flowers and to attract bees, 
butterflies and other pollinators. Aromatic leaves.

Nepeta JUNIOR WALKER’ PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SPRING-SUMMER 36”
This compact Nepeta retains the non-reseeding quality of its popular parent Walker’s Low at a smaller size.  
It is one of the best plants to feed bees and other pollinators.

One of our customers favorites. Blue-green foliage contrasts nicely with lavender-blue flowers for a long blooming 
window from mid-May through September. It is one of our heaviest bloomers early spring. By midsummer it can 
“outbloom itself” and lose its tidy look after its initial flowering. Cut stems all the way back to new leaf mound that 
should be forming. This will clean it up for new growth and steady, but a little less showy blooms and tidy look for the 
rest of the summer.

Nepeta PURPLE HAZE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SPRIING TO FALL 14" 24”
Deep bright purple flower spikes rise above silver-grey leaves for an early show in spring and then for an 
extended summer season. A low care plant. It is one of the best plants to feed bees and other pollinators.

It is one of our heaviest and earliest bloomers in spring. Broad, thick flower spikes similar to butterfly bush. Maintains 
a neat appearance with little care. It can “out bloom itself” and lose its tidy look after its initial flowering. Cut stems all 
the way back to new leaf mound that should be forming to clean it up for steady, but a little less showy blooms and 
tidy look for the rest of the summer.

Nepeta x faasenii 
SELECT BLUE 
CATMINT PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE LAVENDER SPRING TO FALL 12" 30"

A sterile hybrid. Silver -gray green leaves mound very nicely in early spring, then as the stems keep growing 
form a lower spreading mound to 30" wide or more. Deer and rabbit resistant. Long bloom season. It can 
occasionally root along the stems to give new plants to make a nice, small scale ground cover.

Cut back to new growth in early spring. It is one of the earlier spring blooming plants, so will need to be cleaned up in 
early to mid March to allow new growth to take off. 

Nepeta x faasenii 
SIX HILLS GIANT 
CATMINT PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE LAVENDER SPRING TO FALL 30" 36"

A sterile hybrid. Silver -gray green leaves form a spreading mound to 36" wide. Deer and rabbit resistant. 
Long bloom season.

This is a very tough, drought resistant variety. I have had a plant survive many years with no additional water in our 
old demo beds at the farm. (It does look and bloom better with additional water)

Nolina greenei  (texana)
WOODLAND 
BEARGRASS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SPRING TO SUMMER 36” 36’

Produces short inflorescences of creamy flowers over grassy clumps. Previously classified as Nolina texana, 
but populations in central New Mexico and Southwestern Colorado have been reclassified as Nolina greenii 
due to genetic differences. (Most of us won’t be able to tell the difference between the two varieties.)

Nolina microcarpa BEARGRASS PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE WHITE SPRING TO SUMMER 6FT 4FT
Evergreen, grass-like leaves. It takes drought very well once established. Resembles yucca but has longer, 
more flexible leaves. The ends of its leaves curl and fray, which gives it a very nice, unique look.

Oenothera caespitosa v. 
navajoensis

WHITE TUFTED 
EVENING PRIMROSE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE WHITE SUMMER-EARLY 8" 18"

Fragrant 3-4" blooms open late in the day. Give good drainage- rocky soils are preferred, but I have grown it 
successfully in soil amended with coarse compost.

Oenothera macrocarpa 
missouriensis

MISSOURI EVENING 
PRIMROSE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRING TO SUMMER 10" 30”

Panhandle Native. It produces large yellow blooms over a wide base of glossy green leaves. It has a long 
bloom season if given moderate additional water. It handles drought extremely well.

With little to no additional water it will produce a very nice show of early summer blooms- Then as it begins to stress, 
I often have small black bugs that cover it (No other plants) and make it go into a stress related dormancy which is 
normal and does not affect the health of the plant. -It comes out of dormancy with rain water or next spring very well. I 
believe the bugs are a feast for our native birds such as the Say’s Phoebe!6



Oenothera rhombipetala
DIAMOND PETAL 
PRIMROSE ANNUAL/ BIENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW SPRIING TO FALL 12-36” 16”

Produces bright yellow flowers for a long period through summer. It begins blooming while young and short 
and continues blooming up the stem as it grows taller. It is an annual when started early. If it volunteers in the 
garden in the fall it will likely survive the winter and make a very nice plant the next summer.

Oenothera triloba
STEMLESS EVENING 
PRIMROSE ANNUAL/ BIENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SUMMER / EARLY 6” 12”

For the panhandle native plant enthusiast(ONLY) It has bright showy blooms late evening through the cool of 
the morning. The blooms close at the first sign of heat. Plant where the early morning people will enjoy the 
show. It’s leaves are very hard to distinguish from a dandelion :)   It produces a unique seed pod at or below 
soil level. Dig out after the plant dies- dry and spread seed where you would like new plants.

Origanum heracleoticum GREEK OREGANO PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 18” spreads
Pungent, classic oregano flavor, more refined than common variety. Great in Italian dishes. A hardy 
perennial. It is great plant for the herb garden. Attractive year round. Slowly spreads to fill a nice sized area.

This is one of our better pollinator plants as well. It blooms all summer if blooms are not clipped off. (I like to keep 
about 1/3 of the plant clipped to the leaves for cooking and leave the rest for the pollinators).

Origanum majorana MARJORAM ANNUAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 12" Annual herb. Keep blossoms off to promote leaf growth. 

Origanum vulgaris ITALIAN OREGANO PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE/PURPLISH PINK SUMMER TO FALL 24" 24"
Dark green leaves used for Italian and Spanish dishes. Check individual plants for good fragrance/ 
seasoning. Blooms attract bees and butterflies. NO- 

Origanum x hybridum KIRIGAMI

Osteospermum 
‘Avalanche’PP

AVALANCHE WHITE 
SUN DAISY Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 12" 24”

Pure white flowers over dark green foliage make a very attractive plant. Needs nicely drained soil that is just 
lightly amended. It prefers just a bit more water than I give most of my plants. It does not like to go extremely 
dry.

This has been a little harder plant for me to keep going in my flower beds.—BUT when it is located in a spot it likes, it 
is one of our nicest plants to grow. One of the problems you will encounter is the large amount of dead heading that 
will be required after its initial spring bloom. —-Oh the price you pay for absolute gorgeous!!!  After the first 
deadheading, blooms occur at a much more controlled rate.

Osteospermum ecklonis
AKILA SERIES DAISY 
WHITE ANNUAL PART SHADE TO SUN MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 18” 18”

New for 2021  AAS and FSG    ANNUAL- planters- non stop, showy, white summer blooms. Nice selection 
for pots and the front of borders.

PARSLEY DARK GREEN ITALIAN BIENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER 24” 18”

A good plant for seasoning food. Can also be a host plant for butterflies. This variety of parsley seems to be 
a better selection for the kitchen herb garden. The butterflies seem to leave it alone more and lay their eggs 
on the Triple Curled variety instead. Plant some of both and enjoy the butterflies while eating your Italian food.

Parsley is a biennial. It will produce a lot of  green leaves the first year.- The second year it will bloom and go to seed 
fairly early spring so you will need to replant each year or leave the plant to reseed and get new plants the following 
year.

PARSLEY TRIPLE CURLED BIENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITISH YELLOW SUMMER 24” 18"

Good for food seasoning and a very good host plant for caterpillars. Use it to attract Black Swallowtail 
Butterflies to your yard. Triple Curled Parsley seems to be the preferred variety for butterfly food. Plant Plain 
Leaf Italian Parsley to have more to cook with.

Parsley is a biennial. It will produce a lot of  green leaves the first year.- The second year it will bloom and go to seed 
fairly early spring so you will need to replant each year or leave the plant to reseed and get new plants the following 
year.

Passiflora caerulea
BLUE PASSION 
FLOWER VINE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 7FT” 12FT +

A fast growing vine. It has covered our trellis to at least 12 feet each season for many years. It is a great food 
source for the Fritillary butterfly caterpillars. It usually dies to the ground in winter. Clean up is easy by just 
breaking the dead stems off the trellis. Try planting in a location the roots can have winter sun to keep a bit 
warmer.

Passion vine spreads by its roots. - we have pulled new shoots from ours six feet away from the main plant. You may 
want to plant where a sidewalk or building can help control the spread. Our occasional pulling has been enough to 
control its spread in our beds without difficulty or harm to other plants.

Pennisetum orientale 
'Karley Rose'  PP#12909

KARLEY ROSE 
FOUNTAIN GRASS 
PP12909 PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE ROSE PURPLE SUMMER 48” 30"

Karley Rose makes a very nice ornamental grass. After a couple of years the clump will spread to make a 
wide, stately looking grass about 3 ft tall and 4 to 5 ft wide. It produces rose-purple blooms mid summer to 
fall that fade to a nice brown. It provides good winter interest. Cut back and clean up old leaves as new leaves start to appear fairly early spring. 

Penstemon alamosensis ALAMO PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED SPRING - EARLY SUMMER 18” 18”

Gray- green leaves, nice red bloom to attract hummingbirds. A smaller variety of Penstemon that would be 
good for the front of a border or rock garden. Little to no care needed. Provide decent drainage and do not 
over water. Excellent hummingbird plant for late spring/ early summer. It is one of the hardier and easier penstemon to grow.

Penstemon barbatus TWIZZLE Purple PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE Spring to Summer 24” 18"

Vibrant purple blooms present a new and unique color in penstemon! Twizzle Purple was judged best as a 
first-year flowering perennial by judges who were impressed with the upright plant habit and superb flowering 
performance. This North American native blooms profusely with 1-inch tubular flowers on long slender 
stalks, making this beauty a magnet for pollinators from mid- to late summer. Twizzle Purple can be used to 
add height to combination planters or in landscapes for high-impact color. It likes a little more protection and 
water than many of our other varieties of Penstemon.

Penstemon barbatus TWIZZLE scarlet PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED Summer to Fall 18" 18"

This first year flowering perennial has tall flower stems with small bell-shaped flowers in vivid scarlet. Twizzle 
is a beautiful border plant thriving in a sunny spot and well-drained soil. It blooms over a long period, 
stretching from summer to autumn and attracts hummingbirds and beneficial insects to the garden. Twizzle 
is the perfect strong, but gentle touch for pots, containers and bedding. It likes a little more protection and 
water than many of our other varieties of Penstemon. Fleuroselect winner.

Penstemon barbatus 
'rondo'

RONDO PENSTEMON 
'Bouquet Mix' PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE MIX SUMMER 18" 12"

Mix of colors, mainly blues. Tolerant penstemon. Easy to grow. Rather short bloom season, but extremely 
showy when in bloom.

Penstemon cardinalis 
nm

CARDINAL 
PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED SUMMER 30" 30”

Long mid summer bloom. West Texas Native- can take the sun and our soil. Nice, large, deep green leaves 
in a compact mound. An easier native Penstemon to grow. Bright red blooms are great for hummingbirds.

Penstemon clutei SUNSET PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PINK SPRING INTO SUMMER 30” 36”

One of our best spring hummingbird plants!! Long blooming, extremely showy large Penstemon- Needs good 
drainage. Showy blooms from spring to early/ mid summer. The hummingbirds love it. Do not plant where it 
will ever be flooded with water.  It needs infrequent waterings for best results in the garden.

Penstemon digitalis HUSKERS RED PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PALE LILAC SUMMER 24” 24”
A very showy plant due largely to its bronzy leaf color. White flowers are a nice added bonus. It appreciates a 
little more water than we give most of our Penstemons. Perennial Plant Association Plant of the year 1996

Penstemon linarioides 
var. coloradoensis 

SILVERTON® BLUE 
MAT PENSTEMON 
Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE BLUE SUMMER 15” 24”

Provides year round appeal in the garden with a mound of small evergreen leaves. Produces a nice show of 
light blue blooms in summer. A low growing, spreading Penstemon with dense pine-like leaves.

Penstemon palmeri
PINK WILD 
PENTEMON PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PINK SUMMER- EARLY 48" 40"

"Monster Penstemon" - Large pinkish-white fragrant blooms. It makes a larger plant if watered a little more, 
but that makes it likely to die sooner. A short lived variety for me.- BUT -it’s massive blooms make it worth 
planting every few years. It blooms for a nice amount of time in the spring

Penstemon 
pseudospectabilis

SNAPDRAGON 
PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK SUMMER 36" 36”

Hummingbirds love this plant. It makes a larger plant with blue-green leaves. Long blooming in mid summer. 
it is a relaxed plant to 3 ft. It needs good drainage. This variety is proving to be one of the more dependable 
penstemons for me. It has a long bloom season.- great for hummingbirds. It is one of the few native 
penstemons that will do well in part shade.

Penstemon strictus
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE BLUE-PURPLE SUMMER-EARLY 24" 30"

Hummingbirds. Smooth bright green leaves. Easily grown, spreads some by stolons. It is a good plant to 
attract Lady Bugs to your garden- They may winter over in the canopy of leaves. One of the hardier 
Penstemons. Its bloom season is fairly short but showy. It has nice deep blue blooms over deep green 
foliage that stays attractive all year.

Penstemon wrightii
WRIGHT’S 
PENSTEMON PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED Spring to Fall 30” 30”

One of our (and customers) favorite Penstemon!! We have been growing this Penstemon in the beds for 
several years. It makes a large, open, mounding base with very tall flower stalks covered with bright red 
blooms well above the foliage. After blooming the seed pods are an attractive addition to the garden as well. It 
may re-bloom in fall if deadheaded.

Penstemon  wrightii x 
1401 cross

WRIGHT’S 
PENSTEMON CROSS

Penstemon x mexicalli
RED ROCKS® Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE TO LITTLE ROSE SUMMER 18” 18"

Rose flowers. Narrow, dark green leaves, blooms all summer with deadheading. An easy variety to grow in 
most growing conditions. Likes a little more water and some protection from harsh winds and hottest sun. 
This variety has been a proven performer in our gardens.

Perovskia 'Little Spire' LITTLE SPIRE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE LAVENDER-BLUE SUMMER 24" 24" NO -   SPREADSChoice, compact cultivar- should not exceed two feet. PP # 11, 643 propagation prohibited

Perovskia atriplicifolia  'BLUE SPIRES’ PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE BLUE-PURPLE SUMMER 48” 48"

This Russian Sage is a classic tall Xeriscape plant that produces showy blue blooms from mid summer to 
fall on upright stems. It thrives in the heat. Blue Spires does not spread and take over like some other 
varieties can.

Russian Sage is a great plant for pollinators- from butterflies to all sorts of bees and many more insects. It thrives in 
the heat and requires very little water. Cut old stalks off at ground level at the end of winter to give it a fresh start. 

Perovskia atriplicifolia
‘LACEY BLUE’ PP 
20845 PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE Summer to Fall 18” 18”

A very nice SMALLER version of Russian Sage. This variety provides very showy summer long blooms.  
Heat, deer and drought tolerant. A great low care plant. This variety will fit in smaller beds very nicely. It may 
spread slowly by its roots but has never been a problem to control.

Russian Sage is a great plant for pollinators- from butterflies to all sorts of bees and many more insects. It thrives in 
the heat and requires very little water. Cut old stalks off at ground level at the end of winter to give it a fresh start. 

Perovskia atriplicifolia Little Lace PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER-ALL 18” 24”
A tidy, smaller, very compact and uniform variety of Russian Sage with the same drought and heat tolerance 
of other varieties. Plant this in smaller flower beds. 

Russian Sage is a great plant for pollinators- from butterflies to all sorts of bees and many more insects. It thrives in 
the heat and requires very little water. Cut old stalks off at ground level at the end of winter to give it a fresh start. 

Perovskia atriplicifolia

RUSSIAN SAGE 

SPREADING PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE SUMMER-ALL 48" Spreads

Deep rooted, heat loving, xeric plant. Grows well in nearly any soil. Dies to ground after first freezes. Cut 
back to ground in spring. Slowly spreading. Plant where it will be contained in a bed by itself, it will overtake 
other plants and keep spreading until it hits a deep border. 

Russian Sage is a great plant for pollinators- from butterflies to all sorts of bees and many more insects. It thrives in 
the heat and requires very little water. Cut old stalks off at ground level at the end of winter to give it a fresh start. 

Petunia
Easy Wave Burgundy 
Velour

Petunia Easy Wave Red Velour 7



Petunia Easy Wave silver

Petunia FlashForward BLUE

Petunia FlashForward Burgandy

Petunia FlashForward RED

Petunia Tidal Wave Purple

Petunia Tidal Wave Red Velour

Petunia Tidal Wave silver

Phlox paniculata
SUPER KA-POW 
FUSCHIA

Phlox paniculata
SUPER KA-POW 
WHITE

Phlox subulata CRIMSON BEAUTY PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE ROSE RED SPRING / EARLY 6” 24” Brilliant Rose Red flowers cover this plant early spring. It creeps to produce a larger show each spring.

Picea pungens glauca Blue Spruce

Plectranthus argentatus Silver Crest
First grown in 2020 It produces very nice silver- grey great foliage. Try it as a filler in pots. Planted toward the 
front of your pots it will spill over nicely.

Portulaca SUNDIAL MIX

Ptelea trifoliata Wafer Ash SHRUB SUN MODERATE TO LITTLE WHITE SPRING TO FALL 6-12 FT 4-6FT

A Panhandle Native. Seed source is from the Palo Duro Canyon area. I am excited to be producing this local 
shrub. It has been a very nice low water, low maintenance plant. It has glossy green leaves with yellow fall 
color in a good year. Butterflies feed on blooms and use it as a larval food source. It produces thin, round 
wafer-like seeds in fall.

Ratibida columnaris MEXICAN HAT yellow PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE YELLOW-RED SUMMER-ALL 18" 18"

Panhandle native. Naturalizes -(Can reseed in lawns and excessively in flower beds). It has a long bloom 
season. It is drought tolerant, but a little extra water improves its bloom. It is a great plant to plant in outlying 
areas or a more natural flower bed. 

Rhus 'growlow sumac' PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW SPRING 40” 8 FT

A nice lower growing shrub. Blooms are inconspicuous. It spreads slowly to make a larger specimen in the 
garden. It will root along stems that touch the ground to make a dense clump. Give it plenty of room to grow. 
It will take it several years to get to its larger size.

Rhus microphylla LITTLE-LEAF SUMAC SHRUB SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE WHITE SPRING 8ft 10ft

Panhandle native. Deciduous shrub with small leaves. It has dark red, tart edible berries. It may have a red 
fall color in fall in a good year. Moderate growth. It makes a very nice natural visual screen from your 
neighbors while allowing you to see our fantastic skies.

This has been a great shrub in my yard and in the demo beds. Slow growing and can be open and straggly with 
absolutely no water for a rough, native type look. Or with some water and compost it grows faster into a rounded 
shrub. Mine has reached 14ft across! and 6ft tall. Densely covered with small green leaves till late fall. Good Deer 
Browse!

Ribes aureum GOLDEN CURRANT SHRUB PART SHADE TO LIGHT SUNLITTLE YELLOW Spring to Summer 3-6’ 3-6’

This shrub has yellow flowers that turn orange over time. The flowers have a spicy fragrance. The berries are 
either yellow, red, or black. It is an understory shrub in its native setting, so give it protection from afternoon 
sun. It appreciates fertile, amended soil. It needs some extra water and does not like getting too dry. 

Rose
ARBOROSE 
FLORENTINA CLIMBING ROSE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 7ft 4ft

A very robust and winter-hardy climber with nostalgic, quartered, bright-red flowers in clusters. This climber 
blooms throughout the season. Foliage is disease resistant, dark and glossy. Compact in size, but a terrific 
impact on any fence or wall.

Rose
ARBOROSE 
HONEYMOON

Rose ARBOROSE JASMINA

Rose
ARBOROSE KISS ME 
KATE CLIMBING ROSE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK SUMMER 10ft 4ft

Extremely fragrant, medium sized pink blooms with a classical bud shape. A vigorous climber with dark 
green, disease resistant foliage. Stem length on blooms is long enough to allow for cutting them to use in the 
home.

Rose
ARBOROSE 
TANGERINE SKIES CLIMBING ROSE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE SUMMER 8ft 4ft

Outstanding climber with classic-shaped buds that open into tangerine flowers. Very floriferous with a strong 
scent. Foliage is dark green and glossy. In colder climates, it may be used as a pillar or large shrub rose. 

Rose BELINDA’S DREAM PERENNIAL LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK SUMMER 40" 40”
A very nice, unassuming plant. It produces very nice large pink blooms throughout the summer. It is not 
excessively showy. Instead it provides a lovely show on a calming green plant.

Rose BLACK FOREST Perennial Shrub SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER TO FALL 42" 48"
Non fading, continuous brilliant red flowers over glossy-green leaves makes for a great rose for your 
perennial bed. ADR winner- the toughest no pesticide, no fungicide trial. Renowned Kordes breeding.

Rose CAREFREE BEAUTY SHRUB SUN MODERATE PINK SUMMER TO FROST 4-6 FT 4-6FT

True to its name this is a very easy variety to maintain. It produces masses of nice pink blooms all summer 
long and hips for winter. It can be pruned back every few years to keep its overall size a little more compact. 
Deadheading blooms will keep it producing even more, but is not necessary. One of our favorites!

Rose CLIMBING PINKIE Climbing Shrub SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK Summer to Frost 10 FT 7FT
Beautiful climbing rose. Heavy blooms in spring/ early summer then a bit lighter the rest of the summer, but 
can be nearly continuous all summer.  A must have if you have room for a larger climbing rose!

Rose ICEBERG Perennial Shrub SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE Spring to Fall 48’ 48”
A white Floribunda rose bred by Kordes in 1958. It is one of the best known roses and is known for its 
hardiness. It produces fragrant white flowers throughout the summer.

Rose
KOLORSCAPE 
FIRECRACKER SHRUB ROSE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE ORANGE/ YELLOW Summer to Frost 36” 30”

Bred by Kordes®, the Kolorscape® collection of shrub roses delivers disease resistant varieties with 
abundant flowering from spring to frost. This shrub rose delivers self-cleaning, vibrant, semi-double blooms 
from spring to frost. It is a disease resistant variety with glossy green foliage. Very heat-tolerant. Bright orange and yellow blooms make a big color statement on a compact and neat plant.

Rose
KOLORSCAPE 
KARDINAL SHRUB ROSE SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED Summer to Frost 48” 36”

Bred by Kordes®, this shrub rose delivers self-cleaning vibrant blooms from spring to frost. It is a disease 
resistant variety with glossy green foliage. These shrubs have stunning flower power and a generous bloom 
cycle that will continue until the first hard frost. Very heat-tolerant.

Brilliant red two inch wide, non fading flowers. A prolific bloomer with glossy green leaves that thrives in the heat. 
Easy to grow. Exceptional disease resistance. Carefree

Rose
KOLORSCAPE LEMON 
FIZZ SHRUB ROSE

Bred by Kordes®, this shrub rose delivers self-cleaning vibrant blooms from spring to frost. It is a disease 
resistant variety with glossy green foliage. These shrubs have stunning flower power and a generous bloom 
cycle that will continue until the first hard frost. Very heat-tolerant. Deep yellow, non-fading flowers with glossy green foliage. Exceptional disease resistance. ADR 2015

Rose
SUNBELT CRAZY 
LOVE

Rose
SUNBELT SERIES 
DESMOND TUTU Perennial Shrub SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SPRING TO FALL 60” 40”

Bred by Kordes®, the Sunbelt® collection of roses were selected for their exceptional performance in warmer 
regions. These roses maintain large, non-fading blooms with vigorous healthy growth and continuous 
blooming.

A very nice, deep red rose. Mine is maintained at 4 to 5 feet tall. I prune back in spring and then maintain 
occasionally through summer. Nearly continuous blooms through the summer. A very easy, low maintenance  rose. 
One of our new favorites. We highly recommend it!!

Rose
SUNBELT SERIES 
SAVANNAH Perennial Shrub SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE SALMON SPRING TO FALL 72” 40”

Bred by Kordes®, the Sunbelt® collection of roses were selected for their exceptional performance in warmer 
regions. These roses maintain large, non-fading blooms with vigorous healthy growth and continuous 
blooming.

A very hardy salmon colored rose that has numerous individual but very double blooms and is known for its disease 
resistance. Very fragrant! Dense, very green foliage. One of our must have roses!

Rose
SUNBELT SERIES 
SOUTH AFRICA Perennial Shrub SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE Orange Summer 60” 36”

Bred by Kordes®, the Sunbelt® collection of roses were selected for their exceptional performance in warmer 
regions. These roses maintain large, non-fading blooms with vigorous healthy growth and continuous 
blooming. Moderately fragrant, dark gold, cupped flowers bloom in clusters throughout the season on a healthy, vigorous plant.

Rose
SUNBELT SERIES 
TUPELO HONEY

Rose THE FAIRY Perennial Shrub SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK SPRING TO FALL 30” 36”

Provides light pink clusters of blooms in waves from mid summer to frost. Plants are nice and compact to fit 
nicely in a smaller area. Can cascade over the edge of containers or ledges. Disease resistant. Grow in sun 
to part shade. Introduced in 1932 and has been enjoyed in gardens ever since.

Rose
VERANDA SERIES 
JOLIE Perennial Shrub SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE SALMON Spring through Fall 2.5’ 2’

Bred by Kordes®, the Veranda® collection of roses delivers abundant flowering, 
romantic blooms, and a manageable habit that makes these varieties perfectly 
suited for your patio, deck or terrace. Extremely disease resistant for the type, the 
Veranda® collection will perform well in containers or in the landscape. Pair with 
annuals or perennials for season-long color.  

Bright salmon flowers and shiny bright green foliage make this a beautiful rose for containers or as a focal point in a 
small garden.

Rose
VERANDA SERIES 
MANGO Perennial Shrub SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE Reddish Orange Spring through Fall 2.5’ 2.5’

Bred by Kordes®, the Veranda® collection of roses delivers abundant flowering, 
romantic blooms, and a manageable habit that makes these varieties perfectly 
suited for your patio, deck or terrace. Extremely disease resistant for the type, the 
Veranda® collection will perform well in containers or in the landscape. Pair with 
annuals or perennials for season-long color.  

Compact plant suitable for use in patio containers or garden. Very dark glossy green foliage with bright copper 
orange flowers. Perfect accent plant for the patio or garden.
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Rose
VERANDA SERIES 
SUNBEAM Perennial Shrub SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE YELLOW Spring through Fall 2.5’ 2’

Bred by Kordes®, the Veranda® collection of roses delivers abundant flowering, 
romantic blooms, and a manageable habit that makes these varieties perfectly 
suited for your patio, deck or terrace. Extremely disease resistant for the type, the 
Veranda® collection will perform well in containers or in the landscape. Pair with 
annuals or perennials for season-long color.  

Bright yellow flowers combined with shiny dark-green foliage make this a beautiful rose to feature in a patio container. 
Also well suited for planting in a compact garden.

Rose
VERANDA SERIES 
WHITE

Rosmarinus officianalis ROSEMARY 'ARP' PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING 48" 36" Culinary Herb. Evergreen. Shears nicely to form or to keep to size you want. 

This is the hardiest variety I know for the Panhandle. It has a great aroma. Fast growth to 3 ft and two feet wide. 
Seems to die for no apparent reason after four years or so. Well worth growing. Plant a new plant every three years 
or so to keep your Rosemary supply in your kitchen garden.

Rudbeckia hirta AMARILLO GOLD

Rudbeckia hirta 
‘Marmelade' BLACK-EYED SUSAN PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE Yellow with Brown Center SUMMER TO FROST 18-24” 18-24”

Rudbeckia hirta PRAIRIE SUN

Ruellia humilis WILD PETUNIA PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER 18” 24"

A  US native a little further east of us, but grows very nicely here with just a little more water. Adapted to 
different soils, slow seed spread, It is not the showiest or most dependable bloomer, but it is a very nice plant 
to have for those who love to poke around their beds and find beautiful surprises.       

Wild Petunia is not the easiest plant to grow where you want it. It seems finicky, but like other Ruellias, it throws its 
seed, so if you get a few blooms one year you are likely to have plants here and there in your garden for years to 
come.

Ruta graveolens RUE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE GREENISH YELLOW SPRING 30" 24"
Aromatic, ferny, blue-green leaves. A GREAT plant to feed swallowtail caterpillars in your garden. This is a 
good plant to feed Black Swallowtail Butterfly caterpillars if you have deer and rabbits. They do not eat it. 

DO NOT EAT. Sometimes listed as an herb for salads, but may have side effects on stomach- (may be where the 
term “rue the day” originated) Nice, nearly evergreen leaves.

Salvia chamaedryoides MEXICAN BLUE SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30”
A very nice, finely textured plant. It has grey-green foliage similar in size to Salvia greggii with bright blue 
flowers summer to fall. It has performed very well for many years for me. Spreads slowly by roots to make a nice clump.  Blooms off and on all summer long.

Salvia daghestanica
PLATINUM SAGE Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE Spring to Early Summer 10” 18”

Nice low growing Salvia. With deadheading it will provide upright blue blooms for a nice period. It has dense, felty 
grey leaves to make a nice small scale ground cover when not in bloom. Likes full sun. It spreads nicely over time. 

Salvia darcyi 'Pscarl'

VERMILION BLUFFS® 
MEXICAN SAGE Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 40” 48”

Long bloom season***. Large, vermillion red blooms begin once it gets hot in the summer and the blooms 
don’t stop until it freezes in fall. Its showy blooms are great for hummingbirds. Makes a very large, easy going 
plant- up to 5 ft wide or more. Flowers rise above loose, nearly relaxed foliage. Give it plenty of room. Dies 
completely to the ground, but comes back well the next year. 

***Deadheading and cutting plant back as desired as it gets too lanky through summer will encourage more blooms 
and a denser, more compact plant.

Salvia darcyi x 
microphylla 
WINDWALKER®

ROYAL RED SALVIA 
Plant Select PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SPRING TO FALL 48” 48”

Long bloom season.***  Large, brilliant red blooms begin once it gets hot in the summer and don’t stop until it 
freezes in fall. Its showy blooms are great for hummingbirds. Makes a very large, easy going plant- up to 5 ft 
wide. Flowers rise above loose, nearly relaxed foliage. Give it plenty of room. Dies completely to the ground, 
but comes back well the next year. 

***Deadheading and cutting plant back as desired as it gets too lanky through summer will encourage more blooms 
and a denser, more compact plant.

Salvia farinacea BLUE BEDDER PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE TO LITTLE BLUE SUMMER 28” 18”

Highly uniform, compact, with vivid blue flowers. Excellent for bedding. A lot like our Victoria Blue Salvia, but 
taller. A long blooming, low care variety. Occasional deadheading is all that’s needed to encourage more 
blooms. This variety of salvia seems to draw our native Bumble Bees to the garden. Try it and see for yourself!

Salvia farinacea ESTHER BLUE SALVIA PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE TO LITTLE BLUE SUMMER 30” 24"
A tall, blue salvia. Use in the back of bed so other plants can cover its lanky stems as it grows taller. It has a 
very long bloom season when flowers are deadheaded occasionally. Bumble Bees have been attracted to its blooms for several years in our beds

Salvia farinacea VICTORIA BLUE 

Salvia farinacea VICTORIA WHITE PERENNIAL SUN  to PART SHADE MODERATE TO LITTLE WHITE SPRING TO FALL 18" 14" Very similar to Salvia Victoria Blue. It has white flowers from spring to first frost with deadheading.

Salvia greggii BLUE NOTE PPAF PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER TO EARLY FALL 30" 30"
Very nice deep blue flowers from spring to frost with deep green, but small shiny leaves. Hardy to zone 7? It 
has overwintered very well in our demo beds.

Salvia greggii
DEEP VIOLET TEXAS 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE VIOLET SUMMER TO FROST 24” 30”

Rich royal purple blooms. This variety has proved to be one of our hardier Salvia greggii. The bloom color is a 
unique very deep reddish purple.

Salvia greggii
ESTHER'S RED' 
AUTUMN SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PINK SUMMER TO FROST 30" 36"

Great for hummingbirds, It has aromatic foliage with a long bloom season. No deadheading needed, but 
deadheading once or twice a season can freshen it up. 

One of the hardiest of the autumn sages. Survives drought and the harshest winters well. Named after a gardening 
friend who helped me locate and divide my first starts of this variety in 1993. I believe it is a plain native variety from 
the Central Texas area.

Salvia greggii
FRUIT PUNCH 
AUTUMN SAGE Perennial Shrub SUN LITTLE Purplish/pink SUMMER TO FROST 24-36” 24-36” A selection from a volunteer in our gardens chosen for its bright purplish pink bloom.

Salvia greggii

FURMAN'S RED’ 
AUTUMN SAGE Plant 
Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED SUMMER TO FROST 30" 36"

One of our best selling and most recommended plants overall. Bright crimson flowers produced in flushes 
through summer. Woody perennial. Best cut back moderately in spring.

Known for its winter hardiness and drought resistance. Cut or shear back at least to new growth in spring. As with 
other Salvia greggii’s you may need to remove older stalks to rejuvenate from time to time. 

Salvia greggii
LAVENDER/WHITE’ 
AUTUMN SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE LAVENDER/WHITE SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30” Lovely two-toned flowers. Another hardy Autumn Sage that has overwintered well for us in our trial beds.

Salvia greggii
LIPSTICK’ AUTUMN 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30”

It has nice, eye catching coral pink blooms all summer. A zone 7 plant. It will be iffy to survive winter temps 
below 0 degrees, but it has survived very well in our trial beds here several years.

Salvia greggii
WHITE’ AUTUMN 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE WHITE SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30”

First planted in our beds in 2013. Nice white blooms for a long season. It is a nice, low maintenance plant. 
Cut back in spring to- or just below new growth. Later, woody branches may need to be pruned to ground 
every few years.

Salvia greggii
WILD THING’ AUTUMN 
SAGE Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE PINK SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30”

Aromatic mounds of foliage are covered with flushes of vibrant, hot pink flowers all summer. It is a very 
showy plant that is great for hummingbirds. Highly recommended. Cut stems back to- or just below new growth in spring.

Salvia greggii 
PURPLE ’12 AUTUMN 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER TO FROST 30” 30”

This variety of purple Texas Autumn Sage has smoother leaves than most Salvia greggii. It produces blooms 
for an extended period through summer.

Salvia greggii ‘PURPLE’ 
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PURPLE’ AUTUMN 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER TO FROST 24” 30” This variety has toothed leaf margins. hardiness unknown, but I expect that it will survive well. .

Salvia guaranitica BLACK AND BLUE PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE BLUE SPRING TO FALL 40" 36"

A very showy, nice large sage. It has large, rich blue flowers over a dense canopy of deep green leaves for a 
long period. Plant in warm location- we are on its edge for freezing over winter. This salvia needs a little more 
water and protection than any of our other Salvias, but it is a very showy plant with very attractive dense deep 
green foliage and large blue blooms. 

I use Black and Blue as an “indicator plant” for watering in my gardens. It will start to wilt from lack of water and I 
know I should probably water all of my plants soon. It can handle drying down occasionally quite well, but I do have 
extra water emitters on this plant.

Salvia Maraschino Maraschino Bush Salvia PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE CHERRY RED SUMMER TO FALL 30” 24”

Maraschino Salvia likes a little better soil and additional moisture compared to most of our other salvias. It is 
a hummingbird magnet! It has a slightly larger leaf on the plants than Salvia greggii, but otherwise looks very 
similar. It may prefer some afternoon shade.  A cross between Salvia greggii and microphylla. 

Salvia microphylla 
'HOTLIPS'

HOTLIPS' AUTUMN 
SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED WITH WHITE SUMMER TO FROST 36” 48”

A nice salvia that gets a little larger and fuller than Salvia greggii. Blooms may start out white, deep red or a 
combination depending on night temperatures at the time blooms are setting. White will change to red 
through the day beginning at the tips to give the blooms the appearance of bright lips as it ages. 

It nearly always freezes to the ground in the winter, but grows quickly after warming up in 
spring. Trim old stems off before new spring growth begins.

Salvia nemerosa NEW DIMENSION Blue PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 18” 24”

Deepest blue, Very good show of color. Long lasting flowers. Heat tolerant.Very showy, compact plants. 
Shearing or deadheading will keep this variety in bloom from spring until it freezes. I like to cut patches of 
blooms out several days apart instead of cutting back individual blooms. One of our most noticed and better selling plants. 

Salvia nemerosa
NEW DIMENSION 
Rose PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE RED SUMMER 12” 18”

Very good show of intense rose color. Long lasting flowers. Heat tolerant. It is just as showy as Salvia New 
Dimension Blue, but on a little smaller plant. Very showy, compact plants. Shearing or deadheading will keep 
this variety in bloom from spring until it freezes. I like to cut patches of blooms out several days apart instead 
of cutting back individual blooms. 

Salvia nemerosa SALVATORE BLUE PERENNIAL SUN  to PART SHADE MODERATE TO LITTLE BLUE SPRING TO FALL 18" 14"

NEW FOR 2022!  Salvatore Blue has large, deep blue flowers and lustrous black stems for a striking fancy 
look. Strong vigor and branching. Good for pots. Blooms earlier in the spring and then nicely through 
summer with deadheading. Compare to Salvia New Dimension Blue-  BUT EARLIER BLOOMS!

Salvia officinalis SAGE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 24” 30" Herb used for seasoning. Showy violet blooms attract small butterflies. Attractive plant. Gray-green leaves Easy to grow. It survives our winters well. Makes a great addition to your herb garden.

Salvia pachyphylla
MOJAVE SAGE                    
Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER 30” 30"

One of our most aromatic plants. Silver foliage emits a strong, pleasant fragrance. Bursts with aroma when 
watered overhead or brushed against. Needs good drainage and very little water. When given additional 
water it has been a  showier but shorter lived plant. Woody perennial. 

This is not an easy variety to grow or keep alive in our gardens, but when it does well…. It makes the effort more than 
worth the times it didn’t.

Salvia pratensis
MEADOW BALLET 
BLEND PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE MIX SUMMER 18” 18" Nice mix of blue, violet, white and pink. Dense blooms

Meadow Ballet Blend gives a very showy bloom early summer. With deadheading it will provide additional blooms 
through summer. It is a long lived, tough plant and will reseed itself nicely to give additional plants. It is not 
consistently showy, so it may not be the best for most beds. It is very good for additional blooms in the garden at 
different times of the summer if you have room for extra plants.

Salvia pratensis TWILIGHT SERENADE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE-PURPLE SUMMER 36" 15"
Forms a tight basal rosette of medium green wrinkled leaves with hooded flowers of deep violet-blue. 
Excellent cut flower, use in mixed containers or as a border plant. 

Twighlight Serenade gives a very showy bloom early summer. With deadheading it will provide additional blooms 
through summer. It is a long lived, tough plant and will reseed itself nicely to give additional plants. It is not 
consistently showy, so it may not be the best for most beds. It is very good for additional blooms in the garden at 
different times of the summer if you have room for extra plants.
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Salvia superba BLUE QUEEN PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 24" 24"

Nice bloom all summer long when deadheaded. It looks a lot like our Salvia New 
Dimension Blue or May Night Salvia, but on a larger plant. I like it because it has 
larger, but fewer blooms, so there is not as much deadheading that is needed to 
keep it looking very nice and showy in our gardens. Will spread some by reseeding. Good for cut flowers.

Salvia verticillata PURPLE FAIRY TALE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE Summer 24” 30”

Salvia verticillata PURPLE RAIN PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PURPLE SUMMER TO FALL 24" 30" Coarse, broad, heart-shaped leaves with globular whorls of purple flowers on arching stems. 

We have been growing and selling these Salvia for many years now. They have proven to be very tough plants. They 
may not fit into smaller beds, but for those of you with a little more area to cover they make a good flower. They have 
a longer bloom stalk with bright, large flowers. Deadhead promptly to encourage more blooms. Cut back as needed to 
promote fresh leaf growth. 

Satureja montana WINTER SAVORY PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE White to Lilac Summer 6-12” 12-18”

Supple sprigs that push up from the ground and new side shoots off the older woody stems are perfect for 
fresh or dried use. Removing old branches back to the ground a couple of times a year keeps the plant clean 
and open to the sun and air, and produces more lush growth.

Winter Savory is a great addition for herb blends containing oregano, thyme and basil and more to be added to meat, 
poultry or fish.  It is very good with cheese. Add it later when cooking a recipe as the flavor does not hold up as well to 
prolonged cooking. It is superb with beans.

Scabiosa columbaria
PINCUSHION 'Blue 
Note' PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE BLUE Summer to Fall 8” 12” Compact Habit, Strong deep lilac-blue flowers for a long period in summer with a little deadheading.

It makes a cheerful filler plant for those empty spots between larger plants. A good plant for containers, part shade 
beds.

Schizachyrium 
scoparium 'BLAZE' LITTLE BLUESTEM GRASS SUN LITTLE REDDISH BROWN SUMMER TO WINTER 30" 18”

Little bluestem is a great grass for a mid height ornamental planting.  Planted from our pots in spring or early 
summer it will provide a very nice sized plant the same year with great fall and winter color. Cut established 
clumps back hard midsummer to provide the freshest leaves for fall color

An important grass of the True Prairie. Blue green through summer, turning to reddish brown in fall, then has very 
good winter color: reddish tan that shows up even better in damp, foggy weather.

Schlumbergera bridgesii CHRISTMAS CACTUS

Scutellaria baicalensis BAIKAL SCULLCAP PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 10" 12” Flowers bloom on one side of stalk, upper lip dark blue, lower is sky blue. Lime loving, rock or wild garden. Nice blooms last year. Small, but they covered the plant.

Scutellaria baicalensis SIBERIAN MAGIC PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE & WHITE SUMMER 24” 18”
The flowers bloom on one side of stalk, upper lip is dark blue, lower is sky blue. Lime loving, rock or wild 
garden. Nice blooms keep coming through the summer. 

This is a very hardy variety. It provides a good show of blooms on a mid-height plant. It is good to use here and there 
in your beds as a filler. 

Scutellaria resinosa SKULLCAP Alplains
A nice smaller Texas Panhandle Native plant to have in your flower beds. It provides blue blooms with steaks 
of white mid-summer. It may reseed here and there to give you a succession of new plants for years to come.

Scutellaria suffrutescens 

PINK TEXAS 
SKULLCAP               
Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE ROSE-RED SUMMER-ALL 6" 15"

Pink Texas Skullcap provides a show stopping flush of blooms mid summer. After its initial blooms it 
continues producing a nice amount of color until late fall. It likes a little extra water through its first season or 
two.

It is a nice, slowly spreading perennial with a long bloom season. Plant a few together (12 to 18” apart) to get a larger 
clump sooner. Very low maintenance. Shear back to new growth in spring. It is not a fast grower, but slowly spreads 
a little to make a larger plant in coming years.

Sedum hybridum
CZARS GOLD' 
STONECROP PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE YELLOW Summer 6” 24”

Sedum kamtschaticum spirit PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW Summer 4” 4-12”
Sedum 
middendorffianum 

Sedum oreganum PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE YELLOW Summer 6” 23”

Sedum reflexum
BLUE SPRUCE 
SEDUM PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE YELLOW Summer to Fall 6” 12”

Sedum selskianaum  "Goldilocks' SEDUM PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE YELLOW Summer to Fall 6-8” 8-12”

Sedum spectabile Autumn JoyStonecrop PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK Summer to Fall 18-24” 18-24”

Sedum spurium
DRAGON'S BLOOD 
SEDUM (RED) PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE 4" 4" Low growing plant grown for red foliage. Forms a light groundcover.

Sedum spurium
Summer Glory 
Stonecrop PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE DARK PINK Summer 4-6” 12-23”

Sedum spurium Voodoo Stonecrop PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE RED Summer 4-6” 24”

Sedum telephinum EMPORERS WAVE PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE RED Summer to Fal 6-8” 18”

Sedum ussuriense PINK BEACON

Sedum ussuriense TURKISH DELIGHT mp

Sorghastrum nutans   
‘HOLT’

YELLOW 
INDIANGRASS GRASS - PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW FALL TO WINTER 5FT 2FT

Nice golden colored leaves with bronze seed heads. An early maturing variety with finer leaves. It needs more 
water for a bigger specimen plant and better fall show.  (make sure they have enough water when they are 
actively growing mid summer to fall). Tall, narrower, stately. Good nesting habitat. It provides very nice interest in the garden through winter.

Sporobolus wrightii
GIANT SACATON Plant 
Select® GRASS SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE YELLOW Late Summer to Fall 5-7' 4-5’

A tall, wide grass. It is a very nice grass to anchor your garden. Needs good drainage: grows naturally in 
sandy soil and hillsides. It has done very well in my clay soil at the farm. Work in composted cotton burrs 
when planting to help with drainage and aeration.               Plant Select award winner. 

Teucrium aroanium
GREY CREEPING 
GERMANDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE LILAC SUMMER TO FALL 8” 24”

A great low care plant. Easy to grow, long bloom season, attractive through the winter. Great for the front of 
beds. These plants need somewhat regular water- they do not like to go completely dry, but don’t require a lot 
of water either.

This is one of my favorites! Nearly continuous blooms through the summer with no deadheading needed. Creates 
dense growth to smother weeds. Spreads by roots very lightly. Easy to control growth. It gets better each year. TRY 
IT!!!

Teucrium polium FELTY GERMANDER PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE LILAC SUMMER 12” 14”

A nice, low growing low care perennial. It is a good plant for tough growing conditions. It has soft, fuzzy 
leaves and produces a flush of clustered pink blooms early summer and then blooms lightly the rest of the 
year. It performs better when kept on the dry side. Almost zero maintenance once established!  

THYMUS vulgaris SUMMER THYME PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE LAVENDER Summer 6-12” 12-16”
Essential kitchen herb. It is good for low edging on border. Small white blooms are very good for attracting 
pollinators

THYMUS vulgaris WINTER THYME PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE PINK TO WHITE Spring to Summer 6-12” 12-16” Household herb, good for low edging on border.

Tradescantia 
occidentalis

PRAIRIE 
SPIDERWART PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE PURPLE TO WHITE SPRING TO SUMMER 18" 12”

Clump forming perennial with grass-like leaves. Has three petaled blue blooms that last only a day each, but 
produces many through the season. It may reseed itself to give you additional plants through the years. 

 It is a very hardy Great Plains/ Texas Panhandle Native. It performs very well in harsh flower beds, but deer love to 
eat it!

Verbena canadensis
 HOMESTEAD 
PURPLE' PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE TO AMPLE PURPLE SUMMER 8" 24"

Deep, very showy violet-purple flower clusters all summer when deadheaded on vigorous, dark green foliage. 
Tender perennial. Needs regular water to blooms its fullest.

Verbena speciosa IMAGINATION ANNUAL SUN BLUE SPRING TO FALL 12" 20"

All-American and Fleuroselect winner. Small flowers of intense blue-violet in masses for bedding, container. 
It begins blooming early and doesn't stop until a hard freeze. It is an annual, but reseeds itself to begin 
blooming for next years go round.

This was one of my favorite plant to attract and feed adult butterflies when I grew it many years ago. I am trying it 
again to see if it is as good as I remember it.

Veronica 'Blue 
Reflection' creeping speedwell PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING 3" 30"

Blue Reflection  is a very nice, fast growing plant with a multitude of small blue blooms late spring. Once the 
blooms are gone it provides a nice small scale ground cover for the rest of the year. It can cover three feet by 
the second season. It needs consistent water. Do not overwater, but do not let go completely dry. Good 
drainage needed. A low care plant.

Veronica ‘P018S’
SNOWMASS Blue-eyed 
Veronica

SnowMass  is a very nice, fast growing plant with a multitude of small white blooms late spring. Once the 
blooms are gone it provides a nice small scale ground cover for the rest of the year. It can cover three feet by 
the second season. It needs consistent water. Do not overwater, but do not let go completely dry. Good 
drainage needed. A low care plant.

This variety of low growing Veronica seems to be a little hardier and easier to grow than similar varieties have been 
for us. 

Veronica incana VERONICA INCANA PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING / SUMMER 18” 18"
Grey-White clump of foliage with spikes of blue flowers. Looks nice all year. Easy plant to grow. Likes some 
shade in heat of day.

Its grey leaves give a nice contrasting color in the garden and it provides a long bloom season with occasional dead 
heading.

Veronica liwanensis
TURKISH SPEEDWELL 
Plant Select® PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE LITTLE BLUE SPRING 2" 18"

Turkish Speedwell may prefer afternoon shade, but it does well in full sun. Tough ground cover if given 
enough time. It grows a little smaller than Veronica 'Blue Reflection’. It makes a great filler plant for the front 
of the border or between rocks or stepping stones.

It is a spring bloomer. —It can cover itself with deep blue blooms, then it makes a nice, smaller evergreen ground 
cover the rest of the year.

Veronica longifolia BLUE SHADES PERENNIAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE BLUE SUMMER 24” 18” Tall upright plants with long terminal spikes of clear blue flowers- cutflower
Give regular water- It likes more water than most of the plants I grow, but it provides continuous blooms through 
summer when deadheaded occasionally. Protection from midday sun is beneficial.

Veronica pectinata
BLUE WOOLY 
VERONICA GROUNDCOVER SUN LITTLE BLUE SPRING-EARLY 3" 14" Forms a low growing mat of 3” high foliage. Spreads by stems that root at the joint for a nice groundcover. Produces outstanding blue blooms in spring. 

Veronica prostrata NESTOR PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO MODERATE BLUE SPRING-LATE 10” 18"

Provides nice deep blue, nearly purple blooms over deep green leaves.  Performs very well. Mat forming. 
Good for low, front of border plantings. Returns reliably each year. Occasional deadheading cleans up plant 
and encourages continuous blooms. .

Veronica spicata PINK GOBLIN PERENNIAL SUN MODERATE PINK SUMMER TO FALL 12" 18"
Long bloom season if deadheaded. Small glossy green leaves send up nice spikes of flowers. Good filler 
plant for front of border.

Pink Goblin likes protection from the hot afternoon sun, but otherwise is a very tough plant. We have been impressed 
with its long bloom season and low maintenance.

Vinca
Cora Cascade Lavender 
with eye ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE LAVENDER SUMMER 10” 20” An easy annual for containers and front of beds. Use as a spiller in containers or low walls.

Vinca
Cora Cascade 
strawberry ANNUAL SUN / PART SHADE MODERATE PINK WITH RED EYE SUMMER 10” 20” An easy annual for containers and front of beds. Use as a spiller in containers or low walls.

Vinca Cora Cascade white

Vinca
Cora XDR  Magenta 
Halo

Vinca Cora XDR Apricot
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Vinca Cora XDR Cranberry

Vinca
Cora XDR Deep 
Strawberry

Vinca Cora XDR HOTGENTA

Vinca Cora XDR Polka Dot

Vinca Cora XDR white

Vitex agnus-castus CHASTE TREE TREE SUN LITTLE LILAC SUMMER 10’ 8’

Shrub to small tree, spice scented. Long lived. Drought resistant, but performs better with additional water. It 
covers itself with medium purple blooms- some years better than others. It is a great plant for pollinators 
when in bloom. Expect it to be covered with insects seeking its nectar.

When planted in a fully exposed site in the country it may die back a good bit during a hard winter. Prune back any 
limbs that die out. Regrowth occurs quickly. 

Zinnia grandiflora PRAIRIE ZINNIA PERENNIAL SUN LITTLE TO NONE YELLOW SUMMER TO FALL 6" spreads

Long bloom season. the blooms dry to pale yellow and remain on plant for an extended period providing a 
nice show from the heat of summer to fall. Spreads slowly by reseeding or by underground roots to form 
colonies

Excellent for hot, dry sites; thrives in all soil types, even dry clay. Recommended for slopes, along driveways and 
other places where it can spread as a large scale groundcover.
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